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ANIMAL MAGNETISM.
" Were such things here u we do apeak about?
Or have we eaten of the inaane root
'fbat takea the reuon pri1011er? "-Mae6et&
"There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,
Tban are dreamt of in your pbllosopby."-Hellllld.

" THE ordinary stages," says Mr. Mayo, " through which any discovery in
physiology, involving views that go greatly beyond those commonly enter.
tained, has to pass are· " First, To be positively denied as false, contrary to experience, absurd,
and unworthy the attention of sensible men.
" &ctmdly, To be shown to have been known and admitted ·before, to
a degree depriving the observer, who just now was ridiculed for having
believed it, of any credit for having seen with more justness and originality
than others the disputed novelty.
" Thirdly, To be denounced as a perilous innovation, endangering religion
·
·
and the moral bonds of society.
. "Fourtldy, alld.fouJlly, To be received by every body as a matter of common
knowledge, the only wonder being that it was ever doubted, and its supposed anomalies and contradictions to Nature's laws being seen to be and
represented by the writers of the day as the most striking illustrations of
the harmony of the physical world." •
.
· Mr. Mayo need not have limited this sagacious observation to physiology;
it is appJicable, with equal force, to all great discoveries which have a tendency to disturb received notions. Scarcely an important discovery bas ever
been made-in astronomy, for example-which did not pass through the
same stages ; the motion of the earth itself afFording a conspicuous example.
Mr. Mayo considers animal magnetism to be now in the first of these stages;
we think, however, it is more advanl:ed. In Germany, it has arrived very
nearly at the final stage; in France, it bas entered, as it were, upon its third
phase; while with us, backward as we have been in physiology generally,
1t has scarcely passed the first.
Is it to the inordinate lucre-loving principle which, springing up in its legitimate soil among our vast commercial and manufacturing interests, has
spread its roots through the liberal ·professions, that we are to ascribe
the remarkable fact that while our courts of judicature and our hospitals are
filled by expert practical lawyers and physicians,· the knowledge of jurisprudence on the one hand, and physiology on the other- the science of
law and the science of medicine- have been less advanced among. us than
in any other part of the civilised world ? Is it that the cultivation of
jurisprudence does not attract clients, nor that of physiology patients, to fill
• Aa account ot some recent elFec:ta of Mesmeriam, by Herbert Ha70, F. R. S., Medical Gaaeue, Noe. SO, Sl, Si.- a clear and philosophical exposition.
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the purses of the profesaors? Neither would they accomplish this, we
presume, elsewhere. Or, is it that Germans esteem an exalted reputation more highly than immediate professional gains, while our countrymen are actuated by a greater ambition for wealth than for scientific
distinction? .Be this aa it may, the fact is unquestionable that. we are
behind other nations in those parts of profe~&ional knowledge from which
the greatest reputation and the least profit arise.
It cannot be denied, however, that ifany circumstances can palliate that scepticism which, when sincere, proves so great au obstruction to the progress of
knowledge, but which is often affected from indolence or inability• to investigate novel subjects of inquiry, these circumstances eminently exist in the
alleged phenomena of animal magnetism; in attempting this brief review of
which, we approach our task under feelings of not a little hesitation and
embarrassment. Seeing that we shall have to record things in such utter
discordance with all effects hitherto commonly observed, and apparently
touching so closely on the region of the miraculous, it is difficult, yet it is
necessary, to win, in the first instance, that degree of confidence to which
:we are consci.oua the statements are entitled.
When Dr. Treviranus, an eminent physician of Bremen and a distinguished botanist, the friend and associate of the celebrated Dr. Olbers, .
visited London, Coleri~ who took a deep interest in the investigations of
animal magnetism, anxiously inquired of him as to the reality of those phenomena .of which he was reported to have been a.n eye-witness. The
m~orable reply of the naturalist was, "lch habe geaehen was (Ich
weis~ das) ich nicht w\irde geglaubt haben auf ihren Erzablung." "I
have seen what I am certain I would not have believed on yaur telling, and
which in all reason, therefore, I can neither expect nor wish that you should
believe on the faith of my assurance." There is no one who has ever witnessed the facts d~eloped by the researches of magnetists, who will not
recognise in the .reply of Treviranus what he has himself felt.
N:evertheless, to withhold our &SSeQt to any fact, not in itself physically
impossible, when ,.ttested by competent and credible witnesses, betrays
some defect, moral or intellectual, in the mind. Nothing can be more opposed to that noble apirit of philosophy whose e&6ence is the love of truth,
and which is cha~teriaed by an unbounded faith in the goodness of all
legitimate consequences arising from truth, ~ this unwillingness tQ surren~er our assent to well attested facts, merely because they are contrary to
our wishes, and in discordance with our previous habita of thinking. "The
true philosqpher," beautifully observes Sir John Henchel, "ilt prepared 1lO
believe all things not unreasonable, and to hope all things QOt itnpoaaible."
Among the Jnaoy, in various parts of the world, whose attention haa beeQ
directed to the subject now before us, it is truly humiliating to observe how
few have been actuated by the pure and disinterested love of truth, and how
difficult it seems to have been,in most C68e5t even for the best disciplined
and Jll08t philosophical minds, to disinthral themselves .from the sway of
aystems, and submit to the rules of BaconUan. investigation:- to ]Qok at
facts as facts, phenomena as phenomena ; -apart from preconceived theories
and hypotheses. Alas I by bow precarious a tenure should we hold our
lives and properties, if judges and juries found it equally difficult to free their
minds from the influence of all extrinsic circumstances, and to give their
verdicts "according to the evidence I "
• Ncnnulli, tedio veritatis iavestigande cuilibet opinion! potius ignavi succumbunt, quam ex•
plorand& veritate pertinaci diligenti& peneverare voluut. Minut. Felix.
.
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It is our pmpose in the present paper to lay before our readers• a succinct
statement of the facts and phenomena, called (whether properly or not, we
·shall not stop to inquire) Animal Magnetism. We shall state, we trust,
without bias or partiality, the evidence on which the reality of these reported
facts is based. In attempting this, we shall not, after the example of the
writer of an article in the Quarterly Review on this subject t, first poison the minds of our readers by obtruding upon them the qnackeries and
absurdities which disfigure the> firBt invettigationa on this subject. There
is no department of science whose early professors have not been guilty of
like practices. As fair and as rational would be an attempt to discredit
astronomy, and to east ridicule on the Newtons, the Laplaces, the Henchella,
and the Brinkleys, because former cultivators of that science, even including
Bacon himself; beliefed and practised astrology ; or to treat with irony
the researches of the Lavoisiers, the Gay Luuacs, the Davya, the Faradaya,
because of the grotesque quackeries of the alchemists, to whose labours,
nevertheless, chemistry is so deeply indebted. The absurd ceremonies of
Mesmer and his associates cannot innlidate meta, witneaed and vouched
by individuals admitted to be among the most eminent naturalists and phy•
sicians of France and Germany~
The nature and force of the e-ridence on which the best attested phenomena in animal magnetism rest, may be safely pronounced to be
sufficient to establish the trath of any alleged fact not physically impossible. We will not pretend, however, to produce such evidence aa
will satisfy the Quarterly Reviewer; that, indeed, would be a difficult
task; for whether facts be .vouched by individual witnesses, however respectable, 0'1' by a limited mtmber of witnesses expressly selected for their skill
and competency, or, finally, by the public in geners:l, collected in large assemblies, the incredulity of that writer is imptegnable. " When effects so
strange are 'produced, we are entitled,~ says he, "to insist on the fol61..
ment of all the conditions which render delosion and collosion impossible;
and the first and chief of these ie, their public attestation by a sufficient
number of competent judges." Well, the magnetists, zealous to aatiafy even
the most jealous scepticism, and anxiously courting inquiry, exhibited in
different places, and especially in Paris, the facts publicly to large assemblies of persons; and to prevent the poesible imputation of collusion, the
operator was placed in another room without the cognizance of the patient.
" Oh r but," says the Quarterly Reviewer, · "no wonder efteets were produced, considering the crowd of gaping assistants who could not fail to warn
the patient of what was going on." Perhaps the Reviewer would inform
us how to obtain the "public attestation by a safficient number of competent
joc:~Res," without a crowd of what he would call "gaping usistant&"
Let us see whether a more limited number of competent inquirers will
satisfy his scruples. A committee of the Royal Academy of Medicine of
· France, eonsisting of eleven distinguished members of that body, was in
1826 appointed to examine into the reality of the alleged phenomena. 1)e
members of that committee were previously, without one exception, eceptica
on this subject, and their proceedings were directed by a spirit of mistrust.
They excluded the public (the "crowd of gaping assistants~') from their
• We wilh to be undemood u addrelaiog tile public geuerally, and nol medieal men. Tbe
subject is one which has excited, and will probably contin11e to excite, general attention; and there
is nothing in the phenomena which may not be comprehended, nor in the evidenee by which they
are aupported which may not be appreciated by every well-informed penon; we ahall. therefore,
11either use the phraseology uor follow the line of atatement and arpment which would be propel'
in a medical publication.
·
t Quarterly Re.iew, April, 1858.
'
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inquiry; being . themselves the sole witnesses of the facts brough~ before
them. The decision of this committee was in favour of the r~ity of the
phenomeDa ; but neither . doth this test please the fastidious Reviewer : he
declares that it was no wonder that effects should be produ.ced when the pa-_
tient saw "half a dozen elderly ~tJemen staring at him, and one of them
busjed in making passes and autics with great gravity before his face."
Since. neither the public in general, nor a limited number of pi.cked and .
competent judges, will convince.the Reviewer, per~ps the recorded observations and experience of medical practitioners of acknowledged ability and
integrity will satisfy him. ·, Dr. Wienholt,.a practitioner of great skill. and
reputation in Bremen; Dr. Olbers, another physician of eminence, and also
~olding the hig~est 1'8Qk as an astronomer; and others of like rank and
character in various parts of Germany, :cODSidering that the pr9per mode of
promulgating. improvements in , the healing. art is to make public the result
of their professional practice, and relying on the dignity of their profession
and the~ personal respectability for public confidence in their assertions,
have declared that the results of their practice .have satisfied them of the
reality of the phenomena of .magnetiam,. and of .its. beneficial inflQence as a
therapeutic agent. But such testimony the Reviewer. utterly repudiates:
" We are entitled," he reiterates,· "to the conditions which render delusion
and collusion impossible."· Thus. whether the facts be vouched by the medical practitj.~er in the usual course of his practice, or be testified by ll.limited
number of .appointed and competent witnesses expressly authorise<:l to itr
vestigate them; or finally be exhibited publicly to all . who wish to "come
and ·see,",_the slippery Reviewer still.has his means of escape. Alas for
science, if the march of .discovery were regulated by the logical canons of
the :Quarterly Reviewer!
·
.
·. .
. .
. In another .' part of this rambling and . inconclusive essay, this writer,
doubtleu forgetting his first test of " public attestation by competent
judges," . declares that . his belief in animal magnetism will be suspended
until M. Dupotet ~'shall enter one house, and magnetise his unconscious
neighbours in the.next." This js a cl~ver clap-trap, and has accordingly,
since the publication of the .article, been re-echoed by the. sceptical, - but
it .will not bear ·examination. To the . production of every natural effect
certain concomitant con~tions are necessary. In the spirit of the clear
and conVincing logic of modern physics, therefore, it is.always conceded to
those .who claim the discovery of any new phenomena. to prescribe all the
conditions under which those phenomena are produced. Thus, to produce
the spontaneous oombustion of chlorine and hydrogen, the presence of,solar
light is requisite; to the development of the . phenomena of electricity, ·
a drynea in the •osphere is necessary; to . exhibit the magnetic virtue,
.the presence.of iron is indispensable. · Let us suppose that a sceptic on
these subjects were to say, " When 1 see a mixture of chlorine and.hydl:ogen
~ntaneoU&ly . burn .in a dark room; when I see ~ electric dlw;ge col. lec.ted in an atmosph~re of vapour ; when I see a bar pu,re gold rendered
.magnetic;-! will then believe in spontaneous combustion, in electricity, and
in magnetism.,. Su<:h precisely are .the force and spirit of the test of .the
Quarterly Reviewer. .That · writer either knew, or might have known, that
the effects of anim~ magnetism are not pretended to be produced indiffer. entl~ on~ patients; that, on the contrary, the number of individuals susceptible IS supposed to .be very limited ; that, even on those, the effects
.are not pretended to be produced, except after a long continuance of the
processes to which such effects are ascribed. He might also have known,
had he thought .fit to have witnessed the phenomena lately produced at the
. North London Hospital, and so clearly and philosophiCally described and
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di$cussed by ·Dr. Mayo (compared with whom the·. Reviewer is as a dwarf tO
• a giant),. that distance considerably diminishes the influenee of the operator
upon the patient ; and ·that this diminution is further r increased by ·the interposition of doors or other material obstructions.
· '
The fact is, however, that the effects prOduced by an operator in one
.room on an unconscious patient in another, have been rendered the subject
of inquiry and observation; and it has been (a8 the.Quarterly .Reviewer must
certainly be aware) ascertained· to the satisfaction of a committee of the
Royal Academy of Medicine of. France that the consciousness of the patient
has no influence, and that the ·effect can be produced ~through a closed door.
Whether it can be transmitted through·&wall' of stone and mortar, we do
not ·know; but, even if it cannot; it ·will only follow 1 that a stone wail is
not a conductor of this physical inftuence, though wood is.
After successively taking his stand on various 'and · incompatible objections, proposing various and·incompatible tests of the rt'lility of the alleged
phenomena, and rejecting almost immediately even his:own tests, the Reviewer
falls back upon the usual reserve of those who cannot ·refnte, ·and will not
admit a new truth, and exclaims ·cui bono·- ·Of ·what ·use·is·this discovery,
even admitting its reality? ·To ·this we shall rett!trn' the dignified rebUke <if
Sir John Herschel: " The question 'cui bmw;' to what practical end and
advantage do your researches tend·? is · one· which the speculative philo~
pher, who loves·knowledge fodts ·own·S'ake, and· erijoys, as a rational being
should enjoy, the mere contempl!hion 'of··hannonious · arid mutually dependent truths, can seld6tn hear · without a sense of humiliation. He feels
that thet·e is a lofty and disintetested ·pleasnre 'hi his speculations, which
ought to exempt them from -subh questio:hlng: -communicating as they do,
to his own mind, the rurest happiness (after the exercise ·of the benevolent
and moral feelings) · <> whidr'human nature is susceptible, and tending to
the injtiry of no one, · h~ might surely allege this ~sa suffieient ~nd · dir~t
reply to those who, havmg themselves little eapamty and less rehsh for m•
tellectual·pursuits, ate constantly repeating upon him this inquiry. But if
he can bring himself to descend from this high but fair ground, and justify
himself, his pursuits and his · pleasures, in the eyes of those around him, he
has onJy ·to·point to the history of all science, where speculations apparently
the most unprofitable have almost invariably been those from which the
greatest practical applications have emanated;" • · And surely no branch of
science more abounds with striking examples of this truth than medicine.
To the same purpose one of the most profound philosophers and independent thinkers -has observed,-.." If science ·be manifestly incomplete,
and yet of theohighest importance, it would sutely be most unwise to restrain inquiry, · conducted on -just principles, even where the immediate
practical utility of it was not visible. · In mathematics, chemistry; aud every
brarich of natural ·philolopliy, how many are the inquiries necessary for
their improvement and completion, which, taken separately, do not appear
to lead to any specifically advantageous purpose ·! How many useful inventions, and how mach w.Iuable and improving knowledge would ·have ·been ·
lost,· if a rational curiosity, and a mere love of infonnation, had not generally been allowed to be a sufficient motive for the search after truth!" t
There are three, and only three kinds of evidence, whic-h ought legitimately to regulate our assent to any fact: First, The testir.:ony of persons
witnessing the alleged fact; the force of this testimony ·will be in proportion to · the· number, skill, and integrity of such witnesses. ·Secondly, That
• Henchcl's Preliminary Discoune, Ludner's Cycloped~ P• lO.

t

Maltbus, frincirles

of Political Economy, p. 161
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facta of a similar kind have usually happened under eimilar eircumatances.
Thirdly, That facta of a similar kind may, under like circumttances, be
reproduced, so as to be 1ubmitted to the eerutiny of other competent
witnesses.
In the range of our knowledge, however, there is but a small portion
which can be supported at once by all theae grounds.of certainty. Even in
matters of physical acience, in whieh certainty reachet its highest point
short of abstract truth, we are, for the moat part, dependent on the testimony of competent witnesses; for, although we are assured, and in fact
entertain no doubt, that the alleged phenomena may be reproduced at
will, yet it does not happen to one individual in ten thousand actually
to witness them. Who is there, for example, acquainted generally with
modern physics, that doubts the existence of the remarkable phenomena
attending the interference of light, -among which may be mentioned the
fact, that two rays of light falling on the same object may obliterate each
other, and produce darkness; while, by intercepting either, the other will
acquire its illuminating power? Yet, this is an effect extremely difficult to
reproduce; and probably of the whole number of persons who give to i t considered as a fact- their undoubting confidence, there is not one in fifty
thousand who has himtelf actually witneased it, or wllo could, if he would,
reproduce it. In fine, in most cases our principal ground of assent is, and
must continue to be, the testimony of a su~ient number of witnesses of
skill and integrity vouching their know~ of the fact. .
The advocates and supporters of animaf magnetism maintain, that there
existl in nature a specific agency, in virtue of which the persons of certain
individuals exert on each other certain effects, physical and mental. Let
.us, for distinction and brevity, call the person who produces the eftiect the
ma.gntti.mo,- the person who receives it the patient.
The magnetiser then, approaching the patient, usually presents his hand
with all the fingers pointed to the surface of his body, in the manner which
would be suggested by the supposition that the magnetic influence would
flow from the points of his fingers. Sometimes the hand of the magnetiser
,will be steadily presented to the head, the shoulder, or some other part of
the body of the patient for a length of time, more or less, without moving~
until the expected effects begin to be manifested. In other cases, the magnetiser will move his hands continually in some certain direction, constantly
carrying them back to their first position, and repeating the same motion
with the fingers pointed at the surface of the body of the pauent. The
direction of theae motions of the hands, which are called paue1, is indifferent. They are 59metimes made from· the head downward; sometimes from
the feet upward ; sometimes at right angles to the person in a horizontal
direction; sometimes the hand, being placed near the patient, is drawn directly from his body ; but most frequently the first effectl are produced by
·holding the hands for a length of time in the same position with all the fingers pointed at some part of the head or neck, the distance of the fingers
from the patient being from one to two inches.
Some magnetisers have proceeded by contact, fricuon, or pressure; the
hands being pressed or rubbed on the surf~e of the body of the patient.
This, however, is not the usual process; on the contrary, the eft'ects are said
· to' be produced in many cases without any manipulation or monon whatever
on the part of the magnetiser, but merely by a look.
It has been mentioned by some inquirers who have attended more to
theory and hypothesis than to the legitimate analysis of facts, that the will
of the operator and the foith of the patient are indispensable to tile
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production of dte phenomena ; aiKI the Quarterly Revielf'er, finding this
to his purpoae, stigmatilea the doctrine and the practiee as " a debasing
auper~tiuon. and a miserable amalgam of faith and fear.''
Even if
it were true that wiU on one part, and faith on the other. were indispensable, the reality of the physical phenomena would not thereby be

shaken. But such ia not the case. All the effects have been repeatedly
produced under circWDStaneet in which the patient could have no colllciou.ness of the presence or F.ximity of the operator, and therefore no faith
in the process; and in wh1ch the operator himself must have been uneonacious of all that was doing, and therefoce could have no wiU ~n the subject. Pa~nta have been aifect.ed by operators placed unknown. to them in
a different apartment; they have alao been affected by an operator at some
distance from them. being themselves in a deep sleep. Children of an age
too tender to comprehend auch a aubject, have been among the most susceptible patient&; and even infants who had not yet learned to speak have
been affected. An iniaat was rendered an unconscious operator by being
taught to move ita hands in the necesaary manner. Those, and innumerable
other circwnatances of a like kind, demonstrate that the thoughts, inten.tiona. or wishes of the operator, are not necessary to the development of the
phenomena. Whether they ai'ect Weir intalaity bas not been decided by
experiment.
The term "Animal Magnetism" has been objected to aa indicating a relation tO or a connection with the phenomena .o f ordinary magnetism, of which
there are no oenain 01" even plauaible indications. Indeed, for any thing to
be found in the pbyaiologioal phenomena .DOW under cpnaideration, they
;might with aa much propriety br.ve been called "animal electricity,"
" urimal galvaniaat," or '~ animal gn.vitation.'' The very slender analogy
which forma the only ground of the title Animal Magn~ ia that the
body of the · magnetiser atfectl that of the patient at a dillunct; .that the
effect ia probably increased by the diminution of distance; and that. in some
caaea an attractWn is manifested p~from the limbs or body of the
magnetiser to that of the patient, as we
presently more fully ~~
But the well knownJ·ro~rty of the loadatone and iron baa no
· n
w:batever to the clau effects now under coneideration.
The inconvenience arising from this inappropriate title has induced some
~ritera to substitute for it the name MamterUm, from Mumer, a German
physician, who firat directed public attention to the subject; but it is difficult to change a name, however defective, when it once has obtained general
acceptance; aDd these phenomena have continued to be and are still gene-

rally oalled

ANIMAL MAoN.BTiiM.

If the power of producing these effects appertain indifferently to all indi-viduals, it is fiu- otherwise as to the susceptibility of those who suffer them.
Although experiment and observatiou have not yet been sufficiently extended
to indicate the conditions under which persons are or are not susceptible of
.being affected by these processes, still it ia tolerably certain that the susce_ptibility exists in a circumscribed class. A committee of the Academy of
Medicine of France, to whose proceedinga we shall have occasion frequently
tD refer, maintain that " ~etism baa no effect on persona in a state of
.sound health.', In this opinion we can only concur in a limited and qualified manner. Tha~ none of the individuals susceptible of the influence,
who were brought under the observation of the committe, were " in a state
.-of tound health," we shall not deny. We shall, moreover, admit freely that
a very Jar~ IJU\iority of the cases in which an unequivocal susceptibility has
.been DlallUeated have been cues of inv..Uds. But, on the other band, it .is
x4
•
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necessary to take into account the faet that the prooeas has been tried for
the most part on invalids alone. -The hospitals have been the -most·onlinary
theatres for its exhibition. Physicians have been almost exclusively the
operators, and the subjects have been as exclusively their patients. It is
manifest that the process could be tried on a healthy subject only from motives of vague curiosity, which is with great propriety generally discouraged;
or with a view to the scientific investigation of the 9uestion, for the sake of
which it would be almost as difficult to find indiVIduals willing to submit
to the process u to leave their bodies to be ~ted for the same philautbropic purpose. That the great majority-nay, the tDhole of the cases of
suseeptibility, should therefore be cases of in'falids, instead of being matter
of wonder; must be what was to be naturally expected.
The ditliculty of detecting the susceptibility of patients bas been increased
by the fact that the process of manipnlatiou, by·which the first eft'ects are
produced, is· in most cases one of long continuance. It has frequendy happened that the same individual has been under the hands of the operator
for several weeks before any manifestation of susceptibility took place, and
yet subsequendy the same patient became susceptibie in the highest degree,
and exhibited efFects of the most rare occurrence. When these circumstances are considered, it will be evident how rash and premature any conclusion must be as to the probable numbt>r or condition of the individuals
·
who are susceptible of this inftuence.
From the frequency and facility with which the effects have been produced
on ·epileptic ·and cataleptic patients, a rather hasty inference is sometimes
made, that these diseases are conditions of susceptibility. An epileptic boy,
however, bas been submitted to the· usual process of manipulation by Dr.
EJiiotson in the-North London llospital for many months without the slighteSt
eft'ect being produced; while a boy of nearly the same age, labouring under
the same disease in a similar degree, in the same hospital was afFected very
speedily. On the other hand, many cases have occurred of patients not
sufFering from epilepsy or catalepsy who have, nevertheless, been highly
susceptible.
·
The efFects produced on the patients by the processes just explained are
so very various in difFerent individuals, and subject to such extraordinary
changes in their successive stages in the same individual, that any classifi. ·cation of them is exceedingly difficult, and must be regarded as subject to
many qualifications and exceptions in eaeh particular case.
In the first or lowest stage the pa;tient remains awake, and retains the full
use of all the organs of sense. Slight cutaneous sensations are producedredness of the skin- twitches and spasms- a heaviness of the eyesa sense of genera1 warmth and comfort -lightness, such as produced by
the action of a gentle stimulant, - are common efFects. The respiration and
the pulse are also generally afi'ected.
In d1e second · stage, the senses still retain their activity, with the exception of sight, which is rendered somewhat obtuse, the eye gradually withdrawing itself from the control of the will. Various nervous sensations are
felt, and a state is produced which is caJied the imperfect crisis, or half-Bleep.
. · In the third stage, the organs of sense lose · altogether their susceptibility to external impressions, and the patient falls into a state which has all
the external signs and appearances of deep slumber. The limbs are dis. solved ; the head droops; the body, it not supported, falls; the respirations
become long, heavy, and sometimes loud; the eyelids are closed. This
state is accompanied by an utter insensibility of the skin and integuments
to external impressions. The patient may be severely pinched, pricked
with a pin, the hair may be tom from ·the h~ and the flesh may be cut ·
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without causing any manifestation of pain. This stage·is called the mag.;,
netic sleep, or cwmta. ·
The fourth sta@e.is called the perfect cn.i8, or ~im. The patient,
after remaining in the magnetic sleep for some time, will often pus spontaneously into the fourth stage, but more &equenrly is aroused into it by certain manipulations, such as by drawing the fingers gently over the eyebrows. This state bears a cfoae resemblance to ordinary sleep-walking.
It diifers so much in dift'erent indiYiduals, even in particulars which would
seem to be essential, that it is difBcult to give a genenl description of it.
The terms in which it is usually described are objectionable, because. they
invohre references to some hypothesis as its caUJe. Thus we are told by one
that the body sleeps, but the soul wakes ; that the perceptions of external
objects find their entrance to the mind, not by the usual organs of sense,
whieh·are still u destitute of suaceptibility as in the third stage or magnetic
sleep, but by other means; according to some, by a high sensibility acquired
by.the skin. It is also deacribed as ' " a state.which can neither be called
sleeping nor waking, but which appears to be something between the two;
a stale in which the patient is placed in a very peculiar relation with the
external world." • ·
· .
Speaking from our own obee"ation, we should describe this third stage
as one in the transition to which from the previous state of coma the patient
recovers the control over the body and limbs', in the same manner as a person'does in·awaking &om natural slumber. Thus the legs now support the
body, and carry it at the dictate of the will from place to place. The head
no longer droops, but is sustained by the neek, as in a waking person. The
eyes sometimes l'emain closed ~ in sleep, but are o~ner open. When open,
they are sometimes fixed ·and glased like those of a natural somnambulist,
reudering manifest the inseDSibility of the organ.
"Doctor.-You see her eyes are open.
Gettll~tm.-Yes; but their sense is Rhut."-Mac:&-IA.

Frequently, however, the open eye is active, rolls about, and takes the
direction of the objects, the perception of which the . patient receives; in a
word, has all the ex~rnal appearance of being .the avenue through which
.the perception of visible 9bjects reacht-s the mind.
In this stage the same insensibility of the surface of the body as in the
preceding continut'S. External impressions which usually inflict pain fail to
do so; and we have seen, as will be explained hereafter, severe galvanic
and electric charges p~ through the person under auch circumstances,
without the slighest visible effect,. and without awakening the patient.
The sense of hearing in this stage is, in some patients, nearly lost, while
in others it is in the highest state of activity. Some speak little, and that
little indistinctly, and in a tone so low as to be scarcely audible; while
others ~ome animated and loquacious in an extraordinary degree. Some
are alu;lost unconscious of surrounding objects, of which others are highly
observant and attentive.
This ~tage will, however, be more clearly understood by the individual
cases which we shall describe hereafter.
. The 1Uih stage is admitted by those who have devoted most attention to
these extraordinary p~enomena to be of far .more rare occurrence than any
of th~ former. .'The patient retaining all the characters and peculiarities of
the fourth stage, an'd being still in a state of magnetic somnambulism, is
said to obtain a clear knowledge of his own internal organisation, as if his
body were rendered transparent to his visi~n so as .to enable him to see the

• CoLillboaD, hie Rntlala, •oJ, i. p. SSI ;
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actual state of every internal part .of it; he is further said to be·endowed with
such knowledge of it, that he can not only prescribe remedies, but foretel
with certainty the future changes ineident&l to his disease, assigning the exact
time of the access of each remarkable phenomenon. It is, bowever, admi~ted
that this foresight does not extend. to the influence of external circumstances by which the ordinary coune of the phenomena may be interrapted.
Thus, a .patient may predict that on a certain day and at a certain hour be
will suffer an ep2:Ktic fit, but in the meantime he may :be accidentally
killed· or intentio
y murdered. His prec:lktions of the phenomena of his
own disease are to be understood in the same sense as the .predic\ioDB of the
astronomer of the rise and fall of the tides in a particular port, that is, subject to the implied condition, that the natural coune of things shall not be
deranged by any external and irregular disturbing cause.
. The faculty of internal inspection is not always coofioed t() his own·organ•
isation. He is also sometimes endowed with the power of perceiving the
state of the internal organisation of those who are put into magnetic con•
nexion with him, and he is eq_ually endowed with the power of perceiving
their disE-ases, and prescribing remedies for them.
This fifth stage is called by French writers the state of c14irvoyr:mu, and
by Germans Htllsehen.
. In the sixth and highest stage, the powers of elairwyonce are freed from
the limits imposed on them in $e fifth stage ; and the perception of the
patient ia eJr>tended to penons at any disumce, while his power of. prevision
is spread ova- an unlimited extent of future time. Neither is it ne<lellll&ry
tha.t the objects of his prevision should be placed in magne"e connection
with him.
Such are the principal phenomena enumerated by writers on animal mag•
netism, · in support of most of which is adduced the testimony of nwnerous
witnesses, the skill and integrity of many of whom cannot be disputed, including, as the Quarterly Reviewer admits, some of the most eminent naturalists and physicians who have flourished in France and Germany for the
last half century. .
Although traces of phenomena, similar to many of those of animal magnetism, ·may be discovered in the records of superstition, of magic, and of
witchcraft, in almost every country, from the moat remote ages till our own
time, no attempt appears to have been made to generalise or reduce them
tx) a system, with a view to the legitimate investigation of their proximate
physical cause, or to investigate the means of reproducing them, until about
the year 1776, when Frederick Anthony Mesmer, a native of Switzerland,
who was a practising physician in Vienna, observed some of the efrects
already explained produced accidentally •; and subsequently discovered, by
various tentative and empirical processes, the nature of the manipulations by
which he could reproduce them at will.
·
He subsequently conceived that the effects thus produced on patients Weft
attended with a therapeutic or curative influence, and thenceforward adopted
them in his practice as a medical agent in the treatment of disease. T~
proceedings having raised against him the hostility of the medical profesai.on
in Germany, who denounced him as an impoator or a self-deluded enthusiast,
be removed in 1778 to Paris, where he attempted to vindicate his character
• Ennemoser states that Mes~er was led to the discovery ~f animal magnetism by the following
circumstance. Being present on one occasion when blood was drawn from 1l patient, he found a
remarkable ditrerence in the flowing of' the blood when he approached or retired. Having afterwards
repeated th11 experimellt, the 88Qla phenomenon was manifested. Hence he was induced to coa.
elude that his peraon was endowed with this magnetic inftuence, which may have been stronger ill
him than in other men, as ditrerent piec:e& of iron or steel may posse11 cWI'erent degrees of magnetic

power.
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from the eharges urged against him in Germany, in a treatise which eon.tained a theory by which the phenomena of animal magnetism were
attempted to be explained on physical principles. A rational and aatia~
tory theory is seldom produced until .after long experience has collected and
classified with clearness and precision the facts which .it is contrived to
explain. Mesmer's, as might be expected, was crude and visionary in the
last degree; and whatever effect it may have bad in clearing his reputation
from the stigma of imposture and charlatanery, it certainly could not have
contributed much to remove from him the imputation of enthusiasm and
delusion.
Whatever might be thought of his theory, the facta and phenomena which
he developed were undeniable; and he soon collected around him such a
number of disciples and converts as to excite alarm in the medical profession
of Paris, and to awaken the serious attention of the government. The
professional penecution commenced as usual by un8p&l'ing ridicule and unecrupulous calumny. The hostility of government was manifested by the
peremptory and invariable refusal of the censors of the press to permit the
insertion in the public joumah of any defensive or explanatory statements
on his side, while they gave unbridled freedom to every attack upon his
system, and every slander against his character.
At first Mesmer preserved his proceseee aecret:, and was himaelf the great
and sole magnetiser. After the lapse of ilome years, howe¥er, he imparted
them to many others, chiefiy medical praetitionel'l. Societies for the practice
of magnetism as a therapeutic agent, and for the investigation of its phenomena regarded as a subject of general science, soon sprang up, not only ill
Paris, but in the provinces. Correspondence between these b~es was established, and the observation and eolleotion of facta incre&eed, as is wont in
other sciences, by the active spirit of inquiry which had been called into life.
The proselvtes of this new branch of medical and physiological science,
smarting 11nder the sting of professional proscription and social persecution, became eager for a puQlic inquiry into the reality of the effects which
they professed to produce, and their efficacy as a niedical ·remedy; and
many proposals and suggestions were thrown out by them with thia view.
Mesmer himself, and subsequently his pupil Puysegur, proposed to the
medical faculty of Paris that twenty-four patients should be selected from the
hospitals; one half of whom, taken indiscriminately, abould be treated according to the usual methods followed by physicians, and that the other half
should be submitted to the magnetic treatment. These proposals were
declined;
'
Meanwhile the practice of animal magnetism prevailed to such an extent
throughout France as to give rise to many abuaes. Although in some cases
it was adopted by intelligent and qualified physicians, yet being rejected
with scorn and contempt, whether real or affected, by the great body of the
profession, it fell mostly into the hands of charlatans and pretenders. The
attention .of the state was at length forced to the subject, and a mandate was
i88ued by Louia XVI. in March 1784, directing the scientific bodies of Paris
to appoint eommissioners to inquire into the reality of its pretended e1Fecta.
Two commissions were in consequence appointed; the one consisting of the
following members of the Academy of Sciences- Franklift, Leroi, Bailly,
De Bori, and Lavoisier; and of the following physicians-Majault, Sallin,
D' Arcet:, and Guillotin (from whom the terrible instrument of execution
afterwards received its name) ; and the other of the following members of the
Society of Physicians- Poissonier, Desperrieres, Caille, Manduyt, Andry,
and J ussieu, the celebrated botanist.
·
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Noihing could be more futile or misdirected than the inquity of these
commissioners, evidently undertaken and commenced with a p~edetermin
ation as to their final decision. Instead ofdirecting their attention to the
only question ofreal importance before them-the natureandrealityofthe
phenomena alleged to be developed, and their thera~utic or sanative effects
.;....the committee addressed themselves to the refutation· of tbe theory c(jntaine<l in Mesmer's published treatise, already alluded to, which assumed
the existence of a fluid pervading · the universe 'which was the vehicle by
which these effects were conveyed. They arrived at the ·conclusion that the
existence of such fluid was " not proven;,' and they declared that all the
phenomena observed by them could be. accounted for by iniagination, imitation, and oitouchement.
·
Whether Mesmer's theory were right· or wrong, ·or whether his supposed
natura or not, was a matter of not the
fluid had any existence in
slightest ·importance; nor could it in any ny affect the reality o( the effects
of animal magnetism. · All the phenomena of, light and vision are usually
ascribed to the agency of a peculiar fluid 'which is supposed to pervade the
universe ; and Newto~ imagined t?at ~e · effects of ~ravitation were produced by an ether which filled the mfimty of space·bemg more or less compressed or rarified in different regions, and thus ·giving bodies floating in it
. a tendency to rush from one situation to another. What would be ·thought
of a committee of philosophers attempting to determine the reality and usefulness of the phenomena and laws of physics arid optics, who should direct
their efforts to ascet'tain the reality of the exiStence of the luminous fluid
or ·the gravitating ether; and havinu, as they imagined, disproved these,
should declar~ that physics and optics had no reality or'Useful~ess in them?'
The ·only materia] questions which it was the duty of this commission to
have decided were, whether the extraordinary .phenomena alleged to have
been produced were really produced ; and whether 'or not . they were followed by any of the curative consequences which had been· ascribed to them.
The latter inquiry ~e commissioners altogether declined,· declaring that it
was necessary to exclude the treatment of diseases, because it could only
furnish results always uncertain, and often deceptive. •
Although at the time of making this re_port the most extraordinary class
of magnetic phenomena, viz. so~nambuhsm, clairvoyance., and prevision,
had not been discovered; yet the commissioners allow, in their concluding
summary, that factS were proved to them which imagination was insuflicient
to account for; and these facts they as~ribe to imitation and oitouchement.
What oitouchement is, or how it is instrumental in accounting for the admitted
facts, they' do not inform us: :meanwhile the bodjt of the 'report is fUll or
inconsistencies with itself and with their conclusion. Although they declare
in that conclusion that i~agination does all arid magnetism not~ing ; yet in
the seventh page · of their report they say, that wnen magnetised persons
appear to be plunged in a state of total insensibility, the·voice of the inagnetiser, his look, or a mgn, will revive them ; and that they carinot hesitate
to recognise in these inVariable effects a great influence ·which acts"Upon
the patients, governs them, and of which the magnetiser appears to be the
·
·· ·
depository.
Dr. Franklin, who was then ambassador at Paris from the United
States, was a member of this commission; 'but he was prevented by 'indisposition from taking any active part in it. A foreigner, and in a diplomatic
character, he was probably, also, unwilling to· interfere with the p~oceedirigs
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and decisio~s of so ~~y professional and scientitic men of the country,
espE!Cially l1S the subject was one of an exclusively medi~l nature.
Of the philosophers and physicians who constituted this committee, the
most eminent in science. and the most active in this investigation was
J\lssif:u. This disting\l.ished person diss~nted .from his colleagues, and
re~used to sign the report, which was drawn up by the unfortunate Bailly.
I~ vain were ~ntreaties and remonstrances exerted upon him. · Recourse
was even bad to. the influence of the court, but the philosopher was firm,
and would not be debauched; he had grea.ter reverence for the majesty of
truth than for the majesty of Fmru;:e, and more considered his reputation
with posterity than his favour with the pe<>ple in high palaces. He fearlessly published a separate report, in whtch he declared that, to account for
the phenomena witn~ssed by him and the other . commissioners, it was.necessary to admit th~ existence .of some agent independent either of the
influence of im~ination or of any known physiological laws. Speaking
of his own experiments in particular, be says-" Ces faits soot peu nombreux et peu varie.s, parce .que je n'ai pu citer que ceux qui etaient bieri
verifies, et sur lesquels je n'avais aucu,n donte. lis suffirent pour faire
admettre 1a possibilite ou ~stence d'un fluide, ou agent, qui se porte de
l'homme a son semblable, et exerce quelquefois sur ce dernier une action
sensible."
·
·
· ·
The'general report of the. committee, ~ctioned by. the scientific bodies
and royal,aut~ority, had the effect of satisfying the minds of those who had
not themselves witnessed the facts; and the great political. convulsions
which attended an<:l followed the. :French Revolution, succeeded by the
splenclid ~loits of Napoleon, withdrew the public attention from inquiries
of this kind, and left the further. disc\lssion of the question among a few
pet·sons in different parts of Europe, who devoted themselves to it with
more or less enthqsiasm.
· Soon after the date of the report of the committee, the Marquis de
Puysegur discovered the. phenomena of magnetic somnambulism; and at a
still later period the other. effects adverted to were developed. . After the
general peace which ·followed the battle of Waterloo, the subject began
again to att,ract attention,. es~ially in Paris, an4 in the different c~ties
of Germany. If the limits which. must be imposed on this pa~r would
permit ns, w~ could state numerous instances . of practising physicians in
various parts of Euro~, who bein~ sceptics. on the !>Ubject, were. induced
to allow it to be tried on patients m abopele~. sta~e, and who were rendered its .most zealous advocates by the effects which they witnessed. Among
many others may be me~tioned the following: ·
, In the city .of Bremen, Dr. Wienholt was a physician of great respectability, and .in extensive practice. He was the friend and associate of
Dr. Olbers, also a practising physician, and who has likewise obtained celebrity for his astronomical discoveries. Wienholt, who.had long been sceptical
.in regard to the alleged efficacy of magnetisqt, was at length induced by
circumstances to make trial of it, and gives the following account of his experience: -~.'.It became every day more and more evidtmt to me that, in
the phenomena produced by the magnetic treatment, there was manifested
the influence of a hitherto unknown agent, and that it was impossible to
ascribe them either to mechanical excitation or to moral effects as their
source. But I found a still more valuable and more interesting reward of
my perseverance in the succ~sful and complete termination of many serious
and inveterate diseases where my art failed me, and I could derive no
aid from it in future. The best encou~ement I ex~rienc~ was in the
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successful and radical cure of my own child, a boy near six years old. For
some years he had been almost constantly in a complaining state, and
afflicted with many ailments, especially of the stomach, which appeared of
a spasmodic kind. At length, when he had attained his sixth year, he exhibited symptoms which led me to apfrehend confirmed epilepsy; and now,
as all my previous efforts had failed, resorted to magnetism, of the efficacy
of which I had already acquired sufficient experience. His mother undertook the treatment. In a few days he became somnambulist, and manifested
precisely the same phenomena, making allowance for his age, as other patients who have been placed in the same state. In a few weeks he was cured,
continued subsequently free from all ·those spasmodic attack~ and is at this
moment the model of a strong and healthy youth."- (Isis Rev~, i. 47-8.) In
his magnetic practices Dr. Wienholt was assisted by Drs. Olbers, Heinechen,
Treviranus, and others, all of whom were perfectly satisfied of the treatment
and the reality of the .phenomena.
About the year 1825, MM. Dupotet, Foissac, and other medical men,
who had more particularly devoted themselves to the observation of these
effect!t, urged upon the physicians of Pa:r:is the necessity of reopening the
question by another commission, on the grounds, first, that the proceedings
and report of the committee of 1784 were partial and unfair, as was proved
by the dissentient report of Jussieu; secondly, that many effects had been
since discovered ; and, in fine, that this branch of medical science bad
attained to a much more advanced state. Induced by these considerations,
the Royal Academy of Medicine appointed a committee, consisting of
MM. Adelon, Burdin the elder, Marc, Pariset, and Hussoo, to inquire
and report upon the proposition thus made. This committee, on the 13th
December 1835, recommended that the question of animal magnetism should
be submitted to a new investigation. This proposition was debated for three
days in tl1e Academy; and being finally decided in the affirmative, a committee was accordingly appointed to investigate the phenomena, consisting of
MM. Bourdois, Double, Itard, Gueneau, de Hussy, Gnersent, Fouquier,
Leroux, Magendie, Marc, Thillaye, and Husson.
Although emanating ostensibly from the incorporated profession of medi.
cine in France, and composed of members selected as not being biassed in
favour of the question, this committee found their operations and inquiries
obstructed by every means to which it was possible for the medical profession
to resort. PriYate patients were for· obvious reasons difficult to be procured
who would submit to be operated upon in the manner the committee considered indispensable. Recourse was consequently had to the hospitals, as
a matter of necesssity ; but "here," say the committee, "other and more
powerful obstacles arrested our labours : the causes from which tltese obstacles proceeded are unk,nown to us; but, in virtue of a decree of the
general council of the hospitals, which prohibited the use of every new
remedy which had not previously been approved of by a committee appointed by tile council, the magnetic experiments could not be continued at
the hospital."
The spirit in which the inquiries of this committee were conducted may
be collected from the following observations preliminary to the report: -

" The committee proceeded to fulfil their duties with the most scrupulqus exactness; and, while we do justice to those who assisted us, we must, at the same time,
destroy even the slightest suspicion which might arise with regard to the share
which others ma"! be supposed to have had in the investigation of this question.
The committee mvariably sugge~ted the methods of experimenting- traced the
plan of inquiry - directed the course to be pursued- followed its progre&S -and
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described and recorded the particulars. No experiment. 'W'U made without the
presence of the committee, even by members of the Academy. Whatever confidence the spirit of confraternity and mutual esteem may have inspired, we felt
that, in a question whose solution is so delicate, we are to trust none but ourselves,
and you can rely on our guarantee alone."
·

•

•

•

•

•

" It is with magnetism as with other operations of nature,-a certain combination
of conditions iJ necessary to the production of certain effects. Whether these
conditions be external or physical, or whether they be internal or moral, it is
enough that they exist to make. it incumbent upon your committee to endeavour
to unite them, and to make it their duty to submit to them. It was, however1
neither our duty nor our inclination to have divested ourselves of that indefatigable
curiosity which induced us to vary our experiments, and, if possible, to set at fault
the practices or promises of the magnetisers. We sought only to be inquisitive,
mistrustful, and exact observjlrs.
"-In all our experiments we invariably observed the most rigorous silence,
because we conceived that in the development of phenomena so delicate, the
~attention of the operator and the patient Gught not to be distracted. Besides, we
did not wish to iacur the reproach of having injured the success of the experiment
by conversation or by other causes of distraction ; and we always end~voured
that the expression of our countenances should neither operate as a constraint
upon the operator, nor inspire doubt into the mind of the patient. Our positionwe are anxious to repeat it-wa& always that of inquisitive and impartial observers."

Thus minded, the committee proceeded with their interesting obser..;
vations, which were continued for a considerable length of time, and the par- .
ticulars of which they detail in the report. In the conclusion of that report
there is a short summary of the principal inferences which they consider may
be deduced from what they had observed. They admit generally specific
effects produced by the process of magnetising, which cannot be ascribed to
imagination, imitation, or any known agent. After stating shortly the
mode of operation, they proceed to say that persons are not susceptible of
this influence in a state of health, and that only particular classes of invalids are affected by it; that sometimes the effects produced are insignificant
or evanescent, and such as might proceed from hope, fear, ennui, and the
effects of imagination.
" A certain number of the efFects observed appeared to depend upon magnetism
alone, and were never ,produced without its operation. These efFects were very
various ; they agitated some, soothed others, produced a momentarily accelerated
respiration and circulation, feverish symptoms, convulsive motions resembling
electric shocks, numbness, heaviness, sleepiness, and in a small number of cases
the state called by magnetisers somnambulism.
•
•
•
"We may conclude with certainty that the state of real magnetic somnambulism
exists when it gives rise to the development of new faculties, which have been
designated by the names of -clairwga'RCt, inhtition, and prermion; also when it
produces great changes in the physical economy, such as insensibility, sudden and
considerable increase. of strength ; examples of all of which wer~ witnessed by the
committee.
•
•
•
•
" We hold it as demonstrated that sleep has been •produced by magnetism in
circumstances in which the patients could not see, and were ignorant of the means
employed to occasion it.
· " When a person is once made .t o fall into magnetic sleep, it is not always
necessary to have .recourse to contact to magnetise him anew. The look of the
magnetiser, his volition alone, possesses the same influence.
"The patient can not only be acted upon, but be thrown into a complete state of
somnambulism, and recovered from it without his knowledge, by an opera~oo out
of his sigh~ a~ a certain distance, and with doors interv~.. . .
·
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. " In .gteeral change.., more. or less.remarkabJe, are-produced on .-the :f~ption
and other mental faculties of those individuals who are· in a state o mapetic
somnambulism. ·
" Some, amidst the noise of a confused conversation, hear only the voice of the
operator ; some will ans~er questions addressed to them by persons plaCed in
magnetic connexion with·them; others carry on a conversation indifFerently with
every one around them.
·
·
··
· ·· ·
··
· " The eyes are .usually closed; the eyelids yield with difficulty. to the eft'orts
which are made to open them ; the ball is found convulsed, and carried upwards,
imd sometimes towards the lower part of the orbit. . .
· ··
- " Sometimes the power of smelling appears ·to be annihilated. The patient will
inhale muriatic acid or ammonia without inconvenienCe ; nay, without perceiving
them. The eonkary, howeYer, takes place in certain cases.
- "The greater,m:imber of somnambulists we ha~e seen were completely inse8sible.
We might tickle their feet, their nostrils, or the angle of the eyes with a feather;
we -might pinch·their skin, so· as to lea•e a mark, prick them with pins under 'the
nails without producing pain, and · without their even ·perceiving it. ·Finally, we
saw one who .was inseMible ·te · the· most painful operation in .surgery, during
which she did not manifest the slightest emotion by her countenance, pulse; or
respiration.
"While in the state of somnambuliim, the patients retained·the faculties which
they possessed-when awake. The memory appeared to be more faithfut ·and more
extensive ; they remembered every thing that . passed at the ti!Jle, and at ·every
previous time in which they were placed in the state of somnambulism.
. ..
" Upon awaking, they s~med totally unconscious of all that took place during
their· somnambulism. · · ·
· · ·
·
· · · · · ·
··
"We have seen·two somnambulists, who, with their eyes closed, perceind the
objects placed before them; they distinguished the colour and the value' of cards
without touching them ; they read words traced with the band, as also some lines
of books opened at random. · This took place when their eyelids were kept closed
by the fingers of a member of the committee. '
· ·
·
" In two somnambulists we found the fuculty of foreseeing the actS of organism
more or less remote. One of them predicted; several inonths before, the day, hour,
and· !D.inute of epileptic fit~. The 'other announced the'period of his cure. · ··Their
prevJstons were realtsed WJth remarkable exactness.
·
·
;
" We found one ·somnambulist who declared the symptoms of the ·diseases of
three persons placed in magnetic connexion with her.
·
" Considered as a cause of certain physiological pheno~ena, or as a therapeutic
remedy, magnetism ough$ to be aDowed a place within the circle of medical
science~; and, con~equently, physicians ~nly should practise it· or superintend ita
use, as_ Js the case m the northern· countr1es."
·

Such are the principal points touched upon in the general conclusions of
we shall now proceed to state the particularS of some of the
most interesting and best attested cases, as well those related .in · the report
of the comm~ssioners an_d other authentic publications as those of which -we
l1ave ~n oursel"es.witnesses. .
·
. In . following these recitals, it is .necessary that the reader should re·
member that the individuals who are susceptible of magnetic sonnambulism
are almost. invariably endowed, as · it were; with two personal identities;
since everything of whi~ they are conscious in their natural. waking state
seems to be obliterated from their mind when thrown irito a state of
magnetic somnambulism ; and, on the other hand; all the ideas and circum· ·
stances with which they are corp~ersant, :in the l~tter' sta~ seem to _be for·
gott~ri. when restpred to the former s.~ate. . Since the limits of this paper
must be circumscribed, we shall pass over eases, however well authenticated,
of·. slight though decided effects of magnetism. We might mention. effects
produced on some-of themembers themselves -of -the co,:mqitt~ of. 182~;
but, as effects of- a more etriking character are equally well authentiCated,
this report.
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we shall proceed to lay before our readers some of the more ·remarkable of
..I..-'
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CASE OF MADAME PLANTIN.

.

.

·.Attcltlrt,

. .

. .

p.;., .April, 1~9.

r.-...-:M. Jules Cloquet, tbeeminent a._tomilland a¥rpon; M.Cbapelain, M.D.;

phylidan auending on UJe patient; M. Pailloux, pupil or the Hotpital or SL LoW., assis&ant to
M. Cloquet; M. Moreau, secretary to tb01 surgical section or tbe Royal Academy or Medicine ;
M. Dronsart, physician.

Madame Plantin, residing in the Rue St. Denie, Paris, had auWere4 for several
years from a cancer in the right breast, which wu combiaed with a considerable
swelling of the correeponding.axillary ganglion&. M. Chapelain, the physician in
attendance on this lady, had for several months recourte to animal magnetism,:
with a view of red~~eing the swelling oftbe·breW, but had auc:ceeded in obtaining
no other resolt than a profound~ sleep, during which aU aenaibility of the patient
appeared. to be annihilated ; :but her ideas retained their clearoeu. M. Chapelain,
seeing that no hepe of cure remained, except by the extirpatioo of the tumour,
ventured to propoae this operation to Madame Plaatio, but she recoiled from the
idea with horror.
Under these circumstances, the physician applied to M. Cloquet, the eminent
eurgean and anatomist, and proposed to him to perfQrm the o~ration on the
patient while·ebe was in the state of magnetic aomnambuliMn. pl'OVlded her cenaent
was procured while in the same state. To thw propoaition, under the circumstances, M. Cloquet acceded; and, M. Chapelain having thrown Madame Plantin
into a state of somnambuli,m, propoaed to her to submit t~ &he operation, and
succeeded in obtaining her consent. So little fear did the idea iuapire, in this
.tate, that she conversed calmly upon she subject of the ope~ation with M.
Chapelain.
Upon the day appointed for the operation, M. Cloquet, arriving M half-past ten
in the morning (Sunday), found the patient dreued and aeeted in a elbow-chair,
in the attitude of a person in a quiet natural aleep. . She had returaed about an
hour before from wa~ and since her return M. Cbapelain bad placed her in. a
atate of magnetic sleep. Sbe c:onveraea with great calmneae of che operation she
was about to undergo ; and every thing having been arr~Ulged fer it, aile 'Uldreaecd
herself, and placed herself in a chair.
M. Chapelain supported the righc arm, the left beiag permitted to hang down at
the side ot the body. M. Pailloux, pupil of the Hospital of St. Lo11i~ was employed to present the iuvumenta and to make the ligatures. A first incision,
commencing at the arm.pit, 1raa CDDtinued beyond che tumour as far u the internal
surface of the breast. The aecond, com~Mncing at the same point, wa• carried
below, and continued till it mec the formerQn the inaide. The tumour being. thus
cut around, the swelled ganglions were disaccted with precaution on account of
their vicinity to the axillary aJtery, and the lUOIOar was finally extir,.aed. The
operation luted from ten to twelve minutes.
·
..
During all this time Madome Ptantin continued to ~n-verae cal..ly wi$h M.
Cloquet, and did not exhibit the slightest eign of sensibility. Ne motian of the
limbs or of the features was perceived ; no change either in the respir.atioD- or in
the voice, nor any alteration m the pulse, was discernible. The patient continued
in the same state of indifference and impassibility in which she was some minutes
before the operation. There was no occa11ion to hold, but only to support he11. A
ligature was l!pp&ied to the lateral thoracie artery, which was open during the
extrat.1ion oi the gangliona. The wound was united by means of adhesive plaaaer~
and dreased. The patient was put to bed while in a state of somnambulism, i•
which abe was
for ferty-eight hours. Au hour after the ope~~&tioo, tb8e
appeared a alight h~Emorrhage, which, however, was of no consequence. The fir&a
dreesiDf was taken oft' on t~ following Tuesday, the 14th, and the wou&d was
cleaned and dressed anew. The patient exhibited no sensibility or pain, and tlte
pulse preserved it!! asuat rate.
.
After this dressing, M. Chapelain awakened the patient, whose sleep had now
continued sioce ~ hour. previws- to tbe operation, tha\ is to lilly, for forty-eight
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Tbe lady did not seem to.luwe aay coOicioosneaa ol what had· ~ in.
the interval ; but, on being informed of the operation, and seeing her chuar.
around her, abe experienced a very lively emotton, which tbe magnetiser checked
by immediately setting her asleep.
·
·Madame Plutm had a married daughter, Madame Lagandre, who then resided
ill the -country, aad had been unable to repair to Pari& until 80IBe clays aftel' the
operation had been performed upon her mother. This tady being susceptible of the·
magnetic influence, was orrated upon by M. Cbapelain ; and being throWD into
somnambulism, manifeate in a high degree, the faculty of clairDogaJU:tt. It was
prepoeed to quatioD hew~ tbe atate of ber mother, and i>r tJaia p.-poee Dr.
Chapelein threw her iote aomaaaabuliam en the 26th ; fourteen days BAa the ay
of the gpenatioD. Beiag quettioned reepectiDg bee mo&her'e coa.plaiats, she ~
a cirCUID8tantiaJ and accurate descriptio• of them, and preclictecl her death. oo tbe.
!8th, in tpite of all that could be doDe for her. Oa the 2'1da, M. Chapelain, Oil'
viaitiag bia patient, Madame Plaotin, found tbat the predictieo flf tbe·soamamb•
Jist waa abo&t to he verified. She was eYiderady much wane. M. Cloqaa
~equeeeed M. Chapelaia to place Madame Lagandre again in a atate of soamambu..
liam, whica MiDg done, IN pu.t several queatiou to h"" relativ.e to MedaJae Plaado.
She answered, that her mother had become very weak during the laat few days ;•
that bet- life was oaly IU'tificiall,Y prolonged by magnetiam; aad. that, notwitbMaodiog every efFort, 1he should dte early next morning without pain. When asked<
what weN the intental perils diaeMed, she gave a mioute description of them.
During this day, M. Chapelain magnetised Madame Plantin eeveral times with·
great eD~Y• but eearcely succeeded in even eet.ting her asleep. When he returaed·
next IIIOI'Iiilog, about &t\Ven o•clock, the patient bad just expired.
· The·t.wo physicians, naturally anxious to ascertain tbe eomicme• of the ded.atiooe .of· the eomQ~ist reapectmg the m•mal state af the body, uked aad
obtained the consent of the family to examine it. M. Moreau, secretary to the·
eurgiqd eeetioa ofilhe .Aca4emy, and M. DrOIII&rt, a phy.iciaa, wrere requeatled to
aaten•. as w~; and it w.u resolved that tiM eumiDation abould. take place·
next 41ty, in t&eir presence. It was conducted by M. Cloquet aod his auiat.ant,
M. Puloux.
A short time before the hour fixed upon for the examination of the body,
M. Chapelain -threw Madame Lagandre iato somnambuliam. The medical gentlemen present then requested to know again from her own mouth what she bad.
previously said she saw in the interior of the body of Madame PlantiD. The
somnambulist repealed in a firm tone of veice aad without hesitation what she hadr
forme•ly armouaced to MM. Cloquet and Chapelain. The latter then cooducted'
her to a llOOm adjoining that in which the operation was to be performed, - tile·
door between the liOOIB8 being exactly closed. Madame Lagaodr6 w.u still in a
state of somnambulism, and, in spite of the barriers which separated her from these
gentlemen, she followed the bistoury in the hands of the operator; and said to the·
persons aroupd her, " Wh,Y do they make the incision in the middle of the breast,
seeing that the efFusion is m the right side ? ''
·
The eXIlmioation of the body fully verified all that the somnambaJist had stated
respecting it. The PfYX'U ~of the examination was drawn up by M. DroDtSart,
and· attested and signed by all the periiOOll present.
~UI'L

[ To be continued.]
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LETTERS BY AN ENGLISH MEMBER OF . PARLIA"MENT
TO M. D E - , OF THE CHAMBRE DES DEPUTES.
No. II.-ON PoLITICAL CoALITIONs.
SIR,
You tell me, that in certain political circles in Paris, they who profess to be
skilled in English affairs - &.'lge augurs who foretell · storm or sunshine in
our horizon by picking the brains of every bird that flies over the Channelopenly predict an approaching coalition between the Government and the
leaders of the Opposition. l am not surprised at these vaticinations, for 'in
England, especiaiJy in the provinces, a similar belief bas recently prevailed.
It is boldly expressed, and curiously reasoned upon in many of the ablest
provincial papers. " The Hertford Reformer," a journal conducted with
considerable talent, and, from its connection with an active and distinguished
member of parliament, generally characterised by sound and accurate political information, not only pt·ophesies the speE'dy ratification of the league,
but calculates, already, on the consequences that would ensue, und the new
parties that would arise. Many belonging to the section of' the Liberal
Reformers in the House of Commons share the same opinion, and ·argue,
in private, with much plausibility, on the certain fulfilment of their. predictions. For these reasons, l will venture to treat the rumours you refer to
more seriously than, in themselves, they deserve. At the first glance, there
is, indeed, something to give colour to the suspicion that has crer.t abroad.
It is true, that on the Irish Corporation Bill, Sir Robert Pee , by demanding so high a rate of franchise, has re-awakened much temporary bitterness of party, and thrown new obstacles in the way of compromise; but
there can be little doubt, that all differences will be patched up and amicably settled in the course of the session ; and that in the moderate councils of
men like Lord Eliot, ·Mr. Lascelles, and Mr. Pusey, we trace the certain
omens of an adjustment which either party will sacrifice much to effect.
Carrying our views, therefore, beyond the present session, and contemplating
the prospects of the next, we behold the questions which ostensibly separated
Lord Stanley from the Whigs- which made the chasm between the moderate men on either side- which dissolved the Government of Sir Robert
Peel, and gave life and union to that of Lord Melbourne -peaceably laid.
at rest. Where, then, we are asked, do we look for differences of opinion ?
-not, we are told, between the Conservatives and Whigs, but between the
Government and the Radicals. Ireland and her grievances withdrawn from
the field of contest, we see the questions of Triennial Parliaments, and Vote
by Ballot, more obtrusively presented to public notice, forcibly wrenching
the Government from their followers-insensibly uniting the Government to
the Opposition. The Radical party, it is contended, hitherto kept back by
a feeling of sympathy for the Irish Reformers, with whom they act and
vote, will no longer hesitate to press forward all subjects of disagreement with
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committee of the Royal Academy of Medicine of France, appointed in
adopted a resolution not to advert in their report to any facts or phenomena which did not come under their own immediate observation. To this
resolution one exception only was admitted, - the case of the operation
performed on Madame Plantin, by M. Cloquet. This case had been admitted by the College of Surgeons, and was considered to be so well authentiCI:\ted, that it would have been improper to have excluded all notice of it
from the report.
.
. The committee devoted five years to tlte prosecution of their inquiries,
and did not make their report till June, 1831. · During this period they
examined numerous cases, in several of wl,lich no discoverable effects were
produced. In others, the effects were slight, but well ascertained, and in se.
veral all the higher and more extraordinary phenomena were evolved. The
limits of these articles do not permit us to enter on many of the details even
of the most important cases which they have put on record, especially as
it is our purpose to state some facts, scarcely less important, of which we
have ourselveJ been witnesses. . We shall therefore limit ourselves to a few
of the many cases, attested .and recorded by the committee.
.
Among the subjects experimented on was M. ltard,. a member of the
committee ; and though none of the higher phenomena were developed,
effects were produced quite decided and unequivocal, and such as the
committee considered could not be ascribed to imagination or any known
physiological agency. In reference to this casE", and two others not less
remarkable, the committee observe : THE

l~6,

These three cases appeared to your committee to be altogether worthy of remark; The subjects of the first two- one a child of twenty-eight months, the other
a deaf and dumb boy,- were ignorant of what was done to them. The one indeed was not in a state capable of knowing it, and the other never had the slightest
idea of magnetism. Both however manifested the effects of its influence, and
most certainly it is impossible in either case to attribute this sensibility to the
imagination. Still less is it attributable to this in the case of M. ltard.
It is not over men of our years, and, like us, always on our guard against mental
error and sensible delusion, that the imagination such as we view it has any sway.
At this period of life, we are enlightened by reason and disengaged from those
illusiens by which young persons are so easily seduced. At this age we stand
upon our guard, and distrust rather than confidence presides over the several operations of our minds. These circumstances were happily united in our colleague ;
and the Academy knows him too well not to admit that he really experienced what
he declares that he felt.

The next case we shall quote is one in which some of the higher effects
were produced.
CASE OF PIERRE CAZOT.
Puis, Auguat, 1827, to .May, ISiS.
Attuti"'J ,-,._,.-MM. Bourdols, Double, ltard, Oueneau de HuHy, Ouenent, Fouquier,
Ltrous, Magendie, Marc, Thillaye, and HuliliOn, memben of &be committee appointed by the Royal
Society of Mediciae of Fraoce; M. Foi&aac, physician attending on Pierre Cazot.

Pierre Cazot, aged twenty years, a hatter by trade, was born of an epileptic
mother, and had been subject to epileptic 6ts, which usually occurred five or six
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times a-week. He was admitted to the HOpital ik la Chariti, in the beginning of
August, 1827. He was immediately subjected to the processes of magnetising,
and sleep was produced at the third sitting. At the tenth sitting, on the
19th August, at nine o'clock in the morning, he exhibited the usual appearances of
magnetic somnambulism in the presence of the members of the committee. He
then declared, that at four in the afternoon of the same day he would have an
attack of epilepsy, but that it might be prevented by previously magnetising him.
The committee preferred to await the fulfilment of his prediction. The fit took
place precisely at the time foretold by the patient.
On the 21st August, being thrown again into somnambulism, it was determined
to ascertain whether he acquired the usual insensibility of the skin. M. Fouquier, one of the hospital physicians, suddenly thrust a pin an inch long between the
fore-finger and thumb of the right hand; he also pierced with a pin the lobe of the
ear : the eyelids being separated, the conjunctiva were struck several times with
the head of a pin. The patient evinced no sign of sensibility.
On the 24th August, being magnetised and thrown into somnambulism,
M. Fouquier thrust a pin an inch long into his fore-arm,- another, the sixth of an
inch long, under the breast-bone (sternum),- a third into the pit of the stomach,
and a fourth into the sole of the foo~ M. Guersent, a member of the committee,
pinched him in the fore-arm so severely as to produce a livid spot. M. Itard,
another member, leaned on his thigh with. the whole weight of his body,- all
without any manifeatation of sensibility or consciousneu on the part of the patient ;
nevertheleBB, he heard, understood, aud answered questions put to him by the
committee, and the following dialogue took place:Q. How long will your fits continue ?
A. For a year.
Q. Do you know whether they will follow close on one another?
A. No.
Q. Will you have any this month?
A. I shall have one on the 27th, at twenty minutes past three o'clock.
Q. Will it be severe?
A. Not half so bad as the last one.
Q. On what day will you have another?
A. (after slwwing 8ign8 of impatience) On the 7th September.
Q. At what hour?
A. At ten minutes before six in the forenoon.
On the day on which this conversation took place, Cazot was obliged to leave
the hospital in consequence of the indisposition of one of his children. An
accident prevented his return to the hospital on the 27th, the day predicted
for his next fit, and his medical attendant having thrown him into a magnetic
sleep just before the predicted hour, the fit did not take place.
On the 6th, Cazot was again admitted to the hospital. It is necessary to bear
in mind that in his waking state he had no consciousness of what had passed in
the intervals of his magnetic somnambulism, and ~onsequently had no knowledge
of the prediction he had formerly made, that he should sufFer a fit on the 7th.
After his admission to the hospital on the 6th, he was again thrown into the state
of somnambulism by the usual processes. in the presence of the committee. He
then repeated his former prediction, that' be should sufFer a fit at ten minutes
before six the following morning. Measures were taken on this occasion to conceal from Cazot the presence of M. Foissac, who operated upon him, to obviate
any effect, which might be produced either by imagination or deceit on the part of
Cazot. It was arranged, that when Cazot was to be awakened, a 11ignal should be
given to that efFect toM. Foissac, and that the latter should awaken the patient
b;r a mere act of his will, without any motion or sign. While the attention of
Cazot was engaged by the questions addressed to him by the committee. the
aignal agreed upon was given by M. Fouquier, upon wltic!& M. Foiw.M:, by tile
tMre act of Au wiU, awaltmed tile patimt.
The committee assembled next morning to witness the fulfilm~nt of Cazot's
prediction. They met at a quarter before six, and in five minutes the fit commenced in their presence, and was attended by all the usual symptoms.
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· lt was determined now to place the magnetiser, without informing the patient,
.in an adjacent room, and to try the etfect of the customary operations through the
wall, or partition. Accordingly, on the lOth September, Cazot was invited to the
house of M. Itard, at seven o·clock in the evening, it having been arranged that
M. Foiuac ·anould not come till a later hour. M. ltard and the other members of the committee entered into conversation with Cazot, and thus engaged
him during the evening. At half-past eleven o'clock, M. Foissac arrived,
·and being conducted to an antechamber, separated from the room occupied by
Cazot and the committee by two doon, both of which were closed, proceeded in
the usual manner. Three minutes had not ela~ when Cazot said, "I believe
M. Foiasac is there, for I feel myself stupefied. At the end of eight minutes he
was put in the state of somnambulism, and foretold that, on the 1st October next
following (in three weeks from that day), he should have a fit at two minutes
before noon.
This fit took place exactly at the moment predicted, and was witnessed by the
members of the commission. It was more than usually violent and severe,
aeeompanied by tetanic rigidity of the trunk and limbs, convulsive contortions of
the eyes, decided oputlwtono1, stifled and -tremulous respiration, and pulse from
182 to 160.
As frequent communication necessarily took place between Cazot and his
medical attendant from the time of its prediction to the access of this fit, it occurred to the committee, that persona not having the personal knowledge of and
confideoce in M. Foissac which they had, might imagine some collusion between
him and the patient. To meet such a poeaible objection, they determined to leaa
M. Foiaaac into an error with regard to the next prediction.
On the 6th October at noon, Cazot arrived at the house of M. Bourdois, having
no reason to know that M. Foissac was expected. In half an hour afterwards
M. Foiaaac arrived, and was cond~,Jcted, without the knowledge of any of the
parties, to an adjacent room. A penon was sent by a concealed door to inform
him of the position of Cazot, with a request that he would set Cazot asleep and
awaken him.
At thirty-seven minutes past twelve, while Cazot was engaged in conversation
with the commissioners, and in examining and commenting on the pictures which
·hung round the cabinet, M. Foissac commenced his operations in the drawingroom. At the end of four minutes Cazot winked slightly, and became restless;
and at the end of nine minutes he fell asleep, and somnambulism ensued, when the
following dialogue took place : M. Gr#rlmt. Do you recognise me ?
Cazot. I do ; M. Guersent.
M. ltard. When shall you have another fit?
Cazot. In four weeks from this day, at five minutes past four in the afternoon.
M. liard. When shall you have another ?
Cazot. ( Co/Jecting Mnue{f, and huitating) In five weeks afterwards, at halfpast nine in the morning.
The two days thus predicted were the Sd November IPld 9th December next
succeeding.
.
The proces-verbal of this meeting being afterwards read over to M. Foiaaac, in
order that he might join the commissioners in attesting it, the reader was
instructed to read the day predicted for the first fit the 4th, ·instead of the
Sd NoYember ; and the time of the second fit was, in like manner, misstated.
M. Foil88c took notes of these times.
M. Foilll&c, as Cazot's medical attendant, was accustomed to put him in a state
of somnambulism occaaionally, to relieve him from headaches, to which he was
aubject. Some days after this meeting, conversing with the patient in that state,
be questioned him about the time of his next fit, to verify the result of the conversation with the commissioners; and Cazot informed him, that the day would be
the Sd and not the 4th November. M. Foiuac, conceiving that an error had crept
into the pr~s-verbal, immediately informed M. Itard of this.
The committee subsequently witnessed the two predicted fits : the first took
place at
minutes past four, i~wad of five minutes, ~ predicted ; -and it tli(U
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remarltalJk tMt 1M fit comntmeed
CfJZOt toa1 i• a prlfotdul •ltep, i• 111-'icA
k had b«m for two ~,., before. The fit predicted for the 9th December took
place at a quarter before ·ten, instead of half-past nine, and waa, like the .former,
preceded by a deep sleep, in which it commenced.
.
On the lith February, 1828, Cazot predicted a fit for the 22d April, at five
minutes put twelve o'clock, whic~ was afterwards witnessed by the ClOIDmi&tee.
lt commenced at ten minutes put twelve, and waa remarkable for its violence. lo
his fury, Cazot bit his hand and fore-arm. After it had continued thirty-five mi.nutes, M. Foi888C magnetised him. The convulsion• soon subsided, and were
succeeded by somnambulism. In this state he .predicted two fits ; the first for the
25th. June. In tw.o days after, on the 24th April, he was thrown down b,r a restive
horae, which he tried to atop, and waa so severely injured, that he died of the
cootuaiooa on the 15th May.
CASE OF PAUL VILLAGRAND.
Paria, A UfJIIIt. 18517. .
AUt~ting
The Committee of the Royal Academy of .Medicine, . before ment.ioDad.;
and M. Foissac, Doctor in 1\-Jedicine, and others.

Wiw-•.-

Paul Villagrand, a student at law, aged twenty-four years, was afllioted in 1826
by paralysis of the whole of the left side of the body. He was admitted to the
Hdpital de·la Charite in April, 1827, after being treated, without effect, by acupuncture, seton in the neck, and applications of mo.ra along the vertebral column.
At the time of his admisssion to the hospital he was unable to support himself on
the left leg, walked on crutches, and could not lift his left arm ·to his head. He wat1
very hard of hearing with both ears, and saw very imperfectly with hia right eye.
M. Fouquier, the physician of the hospital, observed in him, besides paralysis, the
symptoms of enlargement of the heart. Up to the 29th August, 1827, bleeding,
purges, and blisters were used with very little effect. On this day he wea magnetised by M. Foissac, by order and under the inspection of the physician of the
hospital, M. Fouquier. ·
·
At this first sitting, he immediately experienced a sensation of warmth, followei
by twitchings of the tendons. After many visible and ineffectual efForte to keep
his eyelids open, his head at length fell upon his breast, and he slept. From this
period his deafness and headaches ceased ; but it was not until the ninth sittin~
that he slept profoundly. At the tenth, he answered questions inarticulately. At
a later period, in his somnambulism, be declared that he could not be cured by
magnetism ; and he prescribed for himself a continuation of pills composed of the
extract of nu.r vomica, which he had before taken, with sinapism&, and baths of
Bareges. On the 25th September, the committee, ·wishing to examine the state
of his body, caused him to be undressed, and ascertained that the inferior left leg
was thinner than the right,- that the right hand ~losed more lltrongly than the
left, -that the tongue, when drawn out of the mouth, was carried towards the
right commissure, -and that the right cheek was more convex than the left.
Being then magnetised, and placed in a state of somnambulism, he repeated hi•
former prescription of treatment, desiring that on the same day a sjnapism should
be applied to each of his legs for an hour and a half; that the next day he should
take a bath of Bareges; and that, upon coming out of the bath, sinapism& lhould
be again applied for twelve hours without interruption, sometimes to one place
and sometimes to another; that, upon the following day, ha~en a bath,
and a half:
blood sho'uld be drawn from his right arm to the extent of a
Finally, he added, that by following this treatment, he would be enabled, on thei8th,
to walk without crutches. The prescribed treatment was followed ; and on the 28th,
in the presence of the committee, he came, supported on his crutches, into the
consulting-room of the hospital, where, being magnetised as usual, he waa placed
in a state of somnambulism. He then declared to the committee that he should
return to bed without the use of his crutches, and without support. Upon bein~
awakened he called for his crutches. The committee t.old him that be had no neecl
of them. He rose, and supported ·himself on the paralysed leg, passed through the
crowd, who followed him, descended the step of the consulting room, crossed the
seeond court of the hot~pital, -ucended two steps, and, when he arrivecl at th•
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1ottom of the ettira, he tat d.Gwn. After res,iag two minutes, with the aasistance
of an ann aad the balustrade, he uceoded twenty-four steps of the stail'& which
led to the room where he slept, went to the bed without support, sat down again for
a moment, and then took another walk in the room; to the great astonishment of
all the patients, who, until then, had seen him constantly connoed to bed. From
that. day he never resumed his crutcbea.
On the 11th October following, the committee haYing repaired to the hospital,
he was again magnetiaedt and announced that he would be completely cured at
the end of tile year, if a seton were placed two inchea below the region of the
heart. At this sitting he was repeatedly pinched, and pricked with a pin to the
depth of a line, in the eye-brow and in the wrist, without producing any sign of
senaibility.
.
. On the 29th October, the committee, having repaired to the apartment of the
patient to examine the progress of his cure, ascertamed, before he was magnetised,
that he walked without crutches more firmly, to all appearance, than at the pre.
ceding sitting. Hia strength was tried with a dynamometer. When pressed by the·
right hand, the inatrument indicated 60 lbs., and by the left, 24lbs. When presaed
by the two hands together, united, it indicated 62lba. He was then magnetised,
and in four minutes became a somnambulist, when he declared that be would be
completely cured upon the 1st January. In this state hia strength was tried agaia
with the dynamometer; wl1en the right hand exerted the force of 68lbs. and the
left 52 lbs., and the two buds unitt;d 90 lbs.
.
· While in a state of somnambulism he walked cleverly, hopped upon the left
foot, and knelt upon the right knee. He raised up the body of M. Thillaye, a
member of the eommittee, turned him round, and sat down with him on hia
Jmeea; and drew the dynamometer through the whole scale of its traction. Being
requested to go down stairs, he took the arm of M. Foissac, and descended and
aacended the stairs two or three at a time, with a convulsive rapidity. On
awaking be )oat this astonishing increase of strength ; his walk was slow but sure,
-he could no longer sustain the weight of his own body on the left leg, and· he
made an ineffectual attempt to lift M. Foissac.
A few daya preYious to thia experiment be lost two pounds and a balf of blood,
had still two blisters on his legs, and a seton on the neck and breast. It will.
therefore, be observed how great aD increase .of.s\rength atteoded the process of
magnetism, seeing that during the whole time the somnambulism continued, the
atrength of the body waa JBOre than quadrupled.
.
. A!U!r this Paul renounced aU medical treatment; and towards the end of the
1ear, as he expressed a wish to be placed and kept in a state of somnambulism, in
order to complete his cure by the lst January, he was magnetised on the 25th
December, and continued in a state of somnambulism until the 1st January.
.
During this period he was awakened for about twelve hours at unequal inter'vale; ud on these oe<:aaions he waa~ persuaded that he had been only a few houn
asleep. During the whole of this period his digestive functions showed increased
aetivity.
.
On.the 28th December, having been then asleep and in a state of somnambulism for three days, he set out on foot, accompanied by M. Foisaac, from. J.he
Rue Mondovi, in search of M. Fouquier at the hospital, where he arrived at nine
o'clock. He there recognised the patients and the pupi14, and read with his eyes
closed, a finger having been applied to his eyelids, some words which were presented
to· him by M. Fouquier. All the committee had thus witnessed, seemed to them so
astonishing, that, being desirous of following out the history of this somnambul.i~
to the end, they assembled on the lst January at the house of M. Foissac, where
tbey found Paul still asleep, in a atate of aomnambuliam. Fifteen days before
that, the aetoos bad been removed from the neck and breast, and a cautery had
been established in the left arm. Paul declared that he was cured, and that,
unless guilty of some imprudence, he should live to an ad\!8nced age, and should
die of apoplexy. While in this state, he went out of the house, walked and ran in
the street with a. firm. and assured step, and, on his return, carried with the
greatest f~&cility one of the persons present, whom he could scarcely have lifted
before he was se\ ~eep. . .
.
. . ..
• .
. .. . .
. . . ..
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The committee now determined to investigate the power alleged to be posaessed:
by the patient, of receiving perceptions of sight with the eyelids closed ; and
wishing that every possible precaution should be taken that no part of the organ
should remain uncovered, it was arranged that members of the committee
themselves should hold the eyelids down with their fingers, so that the upper
eyelid should be constantly pressed upon the under. On the 12th January they
assembled for this purpose at the house of M. FoiS8ac, where there were present,
besides the committee, M. Las Cases, deputy,. M. d e - , aid-de-camp to
the King, and M. Segalas, member of the Academy. The patient, being as usual
put into a state of somnambulism, MM. Fouquier, ltard, Marc, and Husson, members of the committee, alternately kept the eyes closed with their fingers, as
agreed upon. A new pack of cards being provided, which had not before been
opened, the sealed paper bearing the government stamp was broken, the cards shuffled, and particular cards, selected at random by the committee, were successively
presented to the patient, who immediately recognised them. Those cards were
• - the king of spades, the ace of clubs, the queen of spades, the nine of clubs, the
seven of diamonds, the queen of diamonds, and the eight of diamonds.
The eyelids being still kept closed, as before, M. Segalas presented to the
patient a book, which M. Husson had brought with him. The title of thia book
was as follows: Histoire de France dlpuis lea Gaullois jusqu.'a Ia Mort de Low X VL
par Anquetil, 13vol. 8oo. Vol. VII. Pa,is, 1817. This titlepage being presented
to the patient, he read the words in large characters " Histoire de France ; " he
could not distinguish the two intermediate lines, but read the name " Anquelil."
The book was then opened at the ninety-eighth page, and the patient commenced
to read the first line, k nomb~ de 1e1 (here he passed over the word troupes, and
continued) au monte1tt 011 on I.e croyait occupe des plaUin du ClJt'11QvtU. He also read
the running title Louil, but could not read the Roman cipher XVI. which followed
it. A piece of paper was presented to him, upon which had been written the
words aggluti1UUWn and magnetisme animal; be spelled the former, and pronounced
the latter. Finally, the proces verbal of this sitting was eresented to him; and he
read very distinctly the date, and some of the more legtble words. Throughout
the whole of these experiments the fingers were never removed from bis eyes,
constantly pressing the upper upon the under lid. It was remarked that the ball
of the eye moved in the manner it would do were it directed to the objects of ita
vision.
·
Similar experiments were repeated, in the presence of the committee, on the
2d and the 13th of February. On the l.atter day, Mr. Jules Cloquet, the anato·
mist and surgeon, being present, kept the eyes of the patient shut with his fingers.
The conclusions to be drawn, says the report of the committee, from this long
and curious case, are easy ; they flow from the mere exposition of facts reported :
1. Tile patient, wlwm a rational medical treatment hy one cif tile most disti11guislu!d
practitioners cif the capitalfailed to cure cif a paralysis, was cured by tAe proceu cif
magndi1111, in comequnzce cif following e:ractly tAe treatment prucrihed by himself.
2. In thu state ku atrength was remarkably increased.
s. He gave the moat wuiiJuhted prooft tlult ke could read with Au eyea cloMJ.
4-. He predicted the period cif his cure, and tAu cure took pltu:e accordingly.
CASE OF .MADEMOISELLE CELINE SAUVAGE.
.Atte1ti11g WitMuu. -

M. Foi.ssac.

PaN, 1826·7•
The Committee of the Royal Academy of .Medicine, t..rore mentioned;

Mademoiselle Celine Sauvage was a patient susceptible of somnambulism by the
magnetic process, and was put into that state at various times, in the presence of
the committee, in the months of April, June, August, and December, 1826, and
January and February, 1827.
In this state, her sensibility was almost entirely annihilated, for she made ee.
veral inspirations, having a bottle filled with hydrochloric acid under her nostrils,
without manifesting any emotion. M. Marc pinched her wrist; a needle, used
in acupuncture, was thrust a quarter o.f an inch into her thigh; and another, of
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the same depth, into her wrist. These needles being united by means of a galvanic conductor, perceptible convulsive motions were produced in the hand ; but
the patient was quite unconscious of all that was done. She heard the voices of
persona who spoke close to her; and touched her, but she did not remark the noise
of earthenware broken by falling beside her.
The power of this patient to distinguish the internal diseases of persons placed
in magnetic connection with her was tried, in the presence of the committee, in
three different cases: first, with M. Marc, a member of the committee ; second,
with a young lady, a patient of M. Husson, member of the committee; third, with
another patient of M. Husson, a young marri'ed woman, Madame La C - .
In the case of M. Marc, the patient having applied her hand to his forehead,
and to the region of the heart, declared that the blood had a tendency to the head ;
that, at that moment, he had a pain on the left side of the head ; that he Euffered
oppression after having eaten ; that be was subject to cough ; that the lower part
of the breast was gorged with blood ; and that something impeded the alimentary
passage. She prescribed bleeding, hemlock poultices ; that the breast should be
rubbed with laudanum ; that be should eat little and often; and that he should
abstain from exercise immediately after a meal.
M. Marc confirmed these declarations, so far as admitting the oppression after
meals, the cough, and the pain on the left side of the head, at the time of the experiments.
..
In the second case, the patient whose diseases the somnambulist was made to
examine, was a young lady suffering under dropsy of the abdomen, accompanied
by various internal diseases, the particulars of which need not here be detailed,
but the nature of which had been ascertained by opera.tions previously performed
by M. Le Baron Dupuytren; and among the remedies prescribed by that physician,
was the use of the milk of a mercurialised goat. On the 21st February, 1827,
M. Husson, without any previous notice as to his intention, called on M. Foissac
and Mademoiselle Celine, and conducted them to a house in the rue Faubourg du
&ule, without intimating to them the name, or the residence, or the nature of
the disease of the person whom he wished to submit to the examination of the
somnambulist; nor had the committee the slightest reason to believe that either
M. Foissac or the somnambulist had any previous knowledge of the patient, or of
the intention of the committee to submit her to examination. Before the entrance
of the patient to the room with Mademoiselle Celine, the latter was thrown into a·
state of somnambulism by M. Foissac; the patient was then brought in, and her
hand placed in that of the somnambulist. The latter examined her for eight
minutes,- not as a physician would do, by pressing the abdomen, by percussion,
or by scrutinising it in every way, but merely by applying her hand repeatedly to
the stomach, the heart, the back, and the head. Being interrogated as to the state of the patient, the somnambulist described
the state of the intestines; and her description was found to be in accordance with
what had previously been ascertained by M. Dupuytren. She prescribed various
remedies; and, among others, tke milA of a goat wAicA lw.d been previouslg rubbed
with mercurial ointment.
•
In the third case, of Madame La C - , the whole right side of the neck was
deeply obstructed by a great congeries of glands close upon each other. The
committee proceeding in this case in the same manner as in the former, the somnanlbulist declared tha,t the stomach was attacked by a substance like poison ;
that there was a slight inflammatipn of the intestines ; that, in the upper part of
the neck, on the .right side, there was a scrofulous complaint; and prescribed a
mode of treatment, which being followed for some time, a perceptible amelioration
of the symptoms took place. But the patient, not thinking her recovery proceedin~ with sufficient rapidity, induced the family to call another consultation of
physicians, who ordered her to be again placed under mercurial treatment. She
became worse, and expired after two months of acute suffering. The body was
examined, and aproces verbal of the result was signed by MM. Fouquier, Marjolin,
Cruveillier, and Foissac: it verified the existence of a scrofulous obstruction in
the neck, and the diseases of the stomach.
VOL. 11.
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The committee thus sum up the result of their Jlbservations with the aomnam•
bulist:- First, that, in the state of somnambulism, she discovered certain diseases
affecting three persons placed in ma~netic connection with her. -Secondly, that by
the declaration of the first, the exammation of the second by puncture, and the poll
mortem examination of the third, the annunciations of the somnambulist were con•
firmed. Thirdly, that the modes of treatment she prescribed were within the
limits of those remedies with which she might have been acquainted, and the
order of the things which she might reasonably recommend ; and, fourthly, that
she applied them with discernment •
.Although this committee emanated from the Academy itself, was composed
of members who were known not to be believers previously in the alleged
phenomena of animal magnetism, and had prudently confined themselves to
the mere stateme-nt of the facts they had witnessed and the tests by which
they had decided on the reality of these facts, yet their report was _received
by the majority of the members of the Academy with the most clamorous
and indecent hostility and opposition, as will be seen by the following account of the proceedings on that occasion :. ·
The hall, in which the Academy assemble- so empty on ordinary occasions __;
was crowded upon -that day, and even the passages were obstructed by the curious.
It might have been supposed that one of those decrees on which the weal or woe
of the nation depend, was in agitation; and all the members of the Academy, even
those enfeebled by their age, were at their posts. The meeting was then opened,
and M. Husson, the reporter of the committee, appeared at the bar, with a vo~
luminous roll of papers in his hand, and delivered, in a grave and measured tone,
the report. Durmg the commencement, the members of the Academy listened
with uneasiness to the detail of the facts ; but, when the reporter arrived at the
point of his narrative in which he detailed the magnetic phenomena of somnambulism, lucidity and prevision, a murmur arose among the assembly, which gradually increased until several of the learned physicians jumped from their seats,
and apostrophised in terms of unmeasured indignation and contumely the distinguished members of their own committee, who related conscientiously the facu
which they had seen and publicly attested.
An outcry was raised on all sides against the members of the committee,
whose cause, however, was immediately espoused by the few partisans of animal
magnetism then present, who retorted by such exclamations and charges as the
following : ' You do not believe in the facts of magnetism ? be it so: but in this
very place the circulation of the blood was denied ; yet the blood does circulate.
In this place; they who first practised inoculation were denounced as impostors,
and the patients as dupes and idiots ; yet was the inoculation no imposture, nor ·
were its subjects in a atate of idiotcy. In this place, the physicians who first prescribed tartar-emetic were put on their trial and expelled the Academy ; yet you
yourselves now employ it in enormous doses. This is the institution which ridiculed those who affirmed that stones fall from the sky ; yet meteoric stones do
fall.' Thus, the sanctuary of science was rendered a scene of Babel-like confusion.
The queation was now raised, whether the report of the committee should be
printed; which, after another stormy contention, was negatived. As, however, the
members wished a copy of it for their own use, the1 committed the incredible
folly of following up their vote against its being pnnted by another- that it
should be litlwgraplledfor tlteir own u.; as if, in the present age, such a document,
after such a proceeding, could by any possibility escape publication.
A few years ago the subject of animal magnetism was revived in this
country by the late Mr. Chevenix, who succeeded in convincing Dr.
Elliotson, then physician to St. Thomas's Hospital, of the reality of several
of the repol'ted effects, by actually producing these eflects on hospital patients who were under the care of Dr. Elliotson himself. The subsequent
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visit of the Baron Dupotet gave a further stimulus to the inquiry; by the
public exhibition of still more extraordinary effects; and within the last
two years, the magnetic treatment has been resorted to as a curative agent
by Dr. Elliotson, in University College Hospital; and several cases have
there occurred which must, we think, convince every mind not under the
bondage of prejudice, that the time has arrived when the scientific community, and more especially the medical brauch of it, are imperiously called
upon to inatitute an inquiry respecting the nature, the laws, and the effects
of this new physical agent.
In most of the cases in which this treatment has been pursued in
the University Hospital, beneficial efFects have followed: in some the
maladies of the patients have been subdued, in others miti~ated, and
in a comparatively small number the treatment has been meft'ective.
Our present object, however, is not so much to direct attention to the
therapeutic effects of these processes, as to regard them as indicating the
existence of a new physical agent, the laws of which cannot fail to be an
interesting subject of inquiry and examination, not for medical men only,
but for all who take an interest in the progress of science.
One of the caaea in which the greateat variety of phenomena have been
deYeloped is the following:Elizabeth O'Key, age eixteen, a boueemaid, wu admitted to the boepital on the
4-th April, 1837. She had suffered epilepsy for twelve month. previously; the fita
occurring-once or twice a week, and frequently several times on the aame day. She
also sufFered headaches, which were generally worse in the morning and evening.
For the first two months she was treated with small dosea of mineral medicines,
without much effect. In the month of June following, such remedies having
failed, the Baron Dupotet, with Dr. Elliotaon's permission. commenced the pro~
cess of mesmerising or magnetising her. .After several aittinga aleep waa produced, and her epileptic fits became le81 frequent. The operation of magnet.ising
bu been conatantly, almost daily, practised on her from that time to the present.
The phenomena of sleep or coma, aleep-waking, aomnambulism, and extatic
delirium, attended with external insensibility. have been all succesaively developed. Her epileptic fits ceued altogether in lut October; since which time abe
has no bodily illness, save headache, which bu conatantly a1iicted her, though
jn a leu degree than formerly.
This girl, when in her natural state, bu great intelligence and sound sense
combined with the timidit;r of character and modeaty of manner proper to her
age and 1ex; her temper 1s of remarkable sweetness, her disposition aingularly
afFectionate, and her countenance is characterised by a corresponding expression.
In the presence of strangera she is silent and reaerved, never speaking except in
answer to questions directly put to her; her replies are then sensible and judic1oua,
never more or lesa than the questions require, and uttered in a low and gentle
tone, with rather a downcast expression of countenance, apparently resulting from
great modesty of disposition.
When by any of the usual manipulationa abe is magnetised, her countenance
changes ita expression,- her eyes become fixed- the optic axes inclining
alightly to the nQBe, one rather more than the other; the eyelids droop. but do
not quite close. By further manipulations she falls into magnetic sleep, in which
the remains for a short time. She awakens spontaneously, always with a slight
exclamation indicative of agreeable aurprise; her eyea open, and her whole coun~
tenance ia changed, aasuming an expreasion of singular activity and livelineSI.
She becomet forward and loquacious, humorous, witty, and sarcastic ; abe utters
sallies of irony, and mimics various peraona with irresistible humour; ahe critj...
cisea the costume and appearance of those around her, expressing pleuure at
neatneta of appearanee and brilliancy of colours. She also recoils with fear from
countenances having an appearance or expre11ion (as those of foreigners) with
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which she has not been familiar; all her natural timidity is apparently removed,
and her phraseology totally changed : she often repeats, accompanied by sallies of
laughter, the vulgar cant which she has heard among the lower classes of people:
she sings, with great sweetness of voice and correctness of tune, airs which she has
learned- mixing in a ludicrous manner the serious with the comic, the religious
with the profane. She wiU, for example, commence the lOOth Psalm or the hymns
of the church service, and then suddenly commence Jim Crow. In the same
manner she will recite Scripture alternately with the slang she has learned from the
lower orders. She will proceed in this way before an assembly of aeveral hundred
persons, quite unconscious of any cause for restraint or reserve: her moral qualities, however, remain unimpaired; and, indeed, (being stript of the reserve imposed by her timidity of character, when in her senses,) are rendered still more
striking. To the persons with whom she is in daily intercourse, such as her
medical attendants and the hospital nurses, she now evinces the most unreserved
feelings of affection,- often embracing them, pressing their hands, and showing
the most touching tenderness towards them.
When in this state her body is deprived of all external sensibility. Her hair
may be pulled, her flesh pinched or bruised, the point of a pin or needle may
puncture her, without any consciousness of pain being evinced. On one occasion
it was thought advisable to insert a seton in the back of her neck, with a view to
the relief of her headaches; this was done while delirious without any indication
of con11ciousness on her part, by one person behind her back while another was
talkiPg to her in front. After she was awakened and restored to her natural state,
she immediately felt the wound, and was greatly astonished on being informed
of what had been done.
.
When in the state of magnetic delirium just described, this patient can, at any
time, be thrown into the state of sleep or coma by a simple motion of the hand
within a short distance of her person; and the effect will be equally produced
whether the motion be made before or behind her, or in any other position. We
have also seen the effect produced when she was sitting near a closed door, the
operator being on the other side of it.
· If, instead of moving the entire hand, a single finger be presented to her, and
moved in the same manner, she is thrown into a peculiar state, intermediate between coma and delirium, which Dr. Elliotson calls the state of somno-Wgilium, Ol"
8/«p-walting. This state more closely resembles natural somnambulism than
an¥ other of the magnetic phenomena which we have witnessed. In· it the patieot
is sufticiently awake to stand steadily upright; the eyes are _nearly closed,- the
eyeballs fixed, and the features and limbs generally in repose ; the patient is sensible to words spoken in a whisper at her ear, and will sometimes reply in a low
and scarcely audible tone, but is alarmed and starts if the voice of the apeaker be
raised much above the tone of a whisper, -in which case she usually complains
that the speaker is crou.
In this state some of the moat remarkable phenomena are developed in this
patient.
If a person present the points of his fingers near one of her limbs, -say her
hand,-and draw them gradually away, and perform this operation repeatedly, the
hand of the patient will slowly move in the direction of the motion of the hand
of the operator; a!ld this motion will continue until the hand and arm of the
patient follow that of the operator, as far as the mechaniam of the patient's limb
will permit. The same effect will be produced, if the hand of the operator be
directed to the leg 0( foot of the patient.
·
Again, if the ope#ator bring his fingers in contact opposite the mouth of the
patient, and slowly separate them, by moving one hand upwards and the other
downwards, the jaws of the patient will receive a corresponding motion,- the
mouth opening bl reason of the upper jaw following the ascending, and the
lower the descending hand of the operator.
If the hands of the operator, instead of being separated by a motion upwards
·and downwards, be separated by a horizontal motion to the right and to the left,
the lips of the patient suffer a corresponding motion.
In. the same manner, if the hands be .brought opposite the closed eyes of the
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· patient, and be separated. by raising one and:lowering the other, the eyeJids will
suffer a corresponding motion, the upper eyeJids ascending and the lower descending, leaving the eyeballs uncovered, and giving to the countenance a wild
and terrible stare. After the mouth and eyes have been thus caused to open,
the .whole countenance of this sweet and timid girl assumes the most ghastly and
insane expreuion.
These and many other similar phenomena may be produced at will by any
.operator; and we have seen persons visiting her f~r the first time, never having
before witnesaed any of the magnetic phenomena, produce them wheri directed to
make the proper movements.
Although no one who has had an opportunity of knowing ·the amiable and
·artless character of this little girl could for a moment entertain the idea of her
being an impostor (to suppose which it would also be necessary to believe her to
be the most consummate actreas in the world) ; yet it was thought right to sub.
· mit the process to such tests as would put aside the supposition of imposture.
With this view Dr. Elliotson, and subsequently Dr. Lardner and others, caut1ed
screens of various opaque substan.ces, such as pasteboard, wood, metal, &c. to
be interposed between the operator and the patient, so that the patient should
not be aware of the motions which the operator wanted to produce. The effects
.under such circumstances have always been the same as when no screen was interposed ; with this exception, that they were slower in being produced, and
somewhat less in degree when produced. The fact was also by these means satisfactorily established, that the influence, whatever it is, which produces these
phenomena, is capable of being transmitted through the various substances which
were used as screens.
To remove still more effectually the possibility of collusion between the
patient and the ~perator (were so monstrous a supposition admissible, the rank
and respectability of the medical men engaged, and the simplicity and artlessness of the poor little patient, being considered), after having interposed the
screeos, several visitors directed what motions the operator should make, - the
operator himself not knowing previously what those directions would be; and, in
such cases, the 1ame effects ensued. On one occasion, the patient being placed
in a chair, at some di1tance from a pair of folding doors which separated the
apartment from an adjacent one, the operator was placed in tbe other apartment ;
the doors being closed, it was suggested by Dr. Lardner what motions should be
made. The patient was affected in the usual way through the doors, - the motions of her limbs corresponding with those which the operator had been instructed to make.
Although the hands and fingers of the operator are the most usual instruments
·by which these effects are produced, they are not the only ones.
· The patient being in the sleep-waking state already described, the operator stands
behind her, his face being presented to the back of her head at a distance which
may be varied within considerable limits; but, generally, the intensity of the
effect will diminish as the distance increases. Thus placed, if the operator throw
his features into any particular position and retain tbem so tor about a minute, the
features of the patient will undergo a corresponding change, and imitate those of
the operator : tbUB, if the operator opeo hie mouth, the mouth of the patient opens
-also; if the operator amile, the ·patient smiles- but the smile is evidently me·
·ebanical and superficial, the mind having no share in it; if the operator impart to
·hie features the expression of anger or horror, frowning, or wildly star~ his eyes,
the countenance of the patient indicates the same expression. This wdl· happen
if an opaque 8Cl'eeD be interposed between the operator and the patient; but, in
that case, as before explained, the effect is produced ~re slowly and Jess decidedly.
.
The patient and operator being in the same position, if the operator throw
his limbs into any particular attitude, the limbs of· the patient · will take the·
.arne attitude; and, in a word, tbe whole body of the patient appears to be
goverend by the motions similar in all respects to those of the operator.
In the production of thes~ phenomena the great difficulty is, to prevent the pa·
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tient from rl!-liing into a stAte of magnetic sleep, or conia; ftJr the -rery action& or
lnotions of the operator, which she is expected to follow, have frequently also the
effect of magnetising her, and throwing her Into sleep.
Having ascertained that the magnetic or mesmeric influence is transmitted
through every material substance on which experiments have been made, it occurred to Dr. Lardner to institute an· inquiry as to its capability of reflection, and
to determine whether the physical laws of that reflection bore any analogy to those
which are known to prevail in the cases of the reflection of light, sound, and heat.
In the course of the observations made upon the patient, it had been found by Dr.
Elliotson that if she were induced to present her hand towards her own periOil
~nd move it ln the same manner a.s another operator w?';'ld d?, abe would ~duce
m herself the same effects, throwmg herself · from dehraum mto Bleep-waking, or
coma ; and it was also ascertained that by making the same motions of the
hand at her image in a common looking-glass, a like effect w011ld be produced.
In order to submit this question to a more condlullive test, Dr. Lardner IJ"'"
· ceeded in the following manner : A mirror was placed, at a distance of seYeral
feet from the patient, having its plane at an angle of about forty-five degrees with
a line drawn from the person of the patient to the mirror. Another mirror wu
placed at a distance of from twelve to fifteen feet from the fint, receiving on its
plane the rays from the first, also at an angle of forty..Uve degreett. Dr. Elltotson presented himself to this second mirror in the direction of the ray reflected
from it. By this arrangement, the operator w88 placed in an apartment at
a considerable distance from the patient. The two reflec&ions would thus carry
the ray of the magnetic influence (If it were subject to the ume· laws as
those which govern light) from the patient to the operator, or tliee wrltl.
Things being thus arranged, Dr. Elliotson made towards the second mirror the
motions of the hand which, when made towards the person of the patient,
usually throw her into a state of coma; after eight or ten motions thus made, the
patient dropped off in a magnetic sleep. This operation was repeated suiiciently
often to render it certain that the sleep was not casual, but that it waa conoec:tecl
with the movements of the operator by the relation of cause and effect.
This experiment by the multiplied reflection·was subsequently tried by Dr. Lard-.
ner, assisted bl Mr. Wood of the Univenity Hoepital, and others, very ·fre..
quently, and tn the presence of many witnesses, and always with the eame
effect.
'·
It may be objected, that in these experiments the patient saw the operuor by
the,reftection of the mirrors. But to this it is answered, that the Mme effects were
produced, 1st, When the patient's eyes were closed; 2d, When she waa turned
from the mirror ; 3d, When the operator W'88 placed in a dark apartment, and did
not stand opposite the mirror towards which he made the paaee• ; 4-th, .ThM the
operator could not be seen by another person looking into the mirror from the
place occupied by the patient.
It having been ascertained that the influence proceeding ftotll the operator to
the patient penetrated through screens of nrious substances, it ocC1H'l'ed to Dr.
Lardner to mquire whether the influence refteeted from the mirrors had,the aame
power of penetration. For ·this purpose, the mirrors being adjusted as before,
a silk handkerchief and a cotton towel were successively thro'Wll over the
firat mirror, and the operator proceeded with the usual manipulations for a considerable time without producing the slightest effect. A periOD atationed near
the first mirror was now directed to remove the cloth from it-the operator neorer
ceasing the manipulations; immediately on removing the doth from the mirror,
the usual effects were produced on the patient, and she droppecl, into a state ef
coma.
The same experiment was tried, with the same res-.lt, by placing the cloth upon
, the second mirror, by Jnterp0$ing it between the two mirrors, aRd by iaterposing
it between the person of the patient and the tint mirror.
Thus it appears that the magnetic influence ia so far enfeebled by reflection,
that it loses its power of .penetrating aubatances through which it paeaes &eely
when not reftected.
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- It was alto ascertained tllat when either mirror W'BI . put oat of that position
which the law of reflection requires, the effect was not transmitted to the patient ;
but that the moment it waa restored to the same position, the effect was pro-

duced.
Mr. Herbert Mayo, who was present at. some of these experiments by multipiied
reSection, proposed to try the effect of the iofluence reflected from metallic surfaces: it was accordingly tried by him, assisted by Dr. Lardner and Mr. Wood,
with surfaces of tin, zinc, and copper. It waa found that the two latter surfaces,
being unpolished. failed to reflect it ; but the eurface of tin did so, although with
ao intensity very ioferior to that of a mirror.
Wishing to ascertain whether the magnetic influence waa either all, or nearly
all, reflected from the surface of the mirror, it occurred to Dr. Lardner to try
whether any portion of it could be truamitted through the mirror. With th1s
view be placed the mirror betweea the operator and the patient- the reflecting
aide being presented to the operator. After continuing the manipulations for a
considerable time, the usual eft'ect waa produced : thus it is evident that, as in
the cue of light, the reflection of the magnetic influence ia not complete, but a
portion of it is transmitted, although the greater portion is reflected.
To ucettaia whether \he reflection takes place chiefly from the anterior surface
of the glass, or from the posterior or silvered surface, an experiment was tried
&o reflect the iofluence from a.plate of unsilYered glass ; but, though the process
waa CGDtinued a considerable tlme, no eft'ect was produced.
. The method which had been uaed to throw this patient from her natural and
waldog atate into the state of aomnlj.Dlbulism had been invariably to present the fingera to her head, and hold them there for a certain length of time. It occurred to
Mr. Wood to.aak her, when in a state of sleep-waking, whether there was any
other process by which the same eft'ect could be accomplished. After some conaideration, she informed him that it might be done by pmching her ears. The experimeat waa tried, and imme41iately succeeded; and this is the method which
11 oow used by the operator.
The method af throwing her into CQma when in a state of somnambulism was,
to wa•e the hand towards her pef89n. She was asked in the aame manner,
whether there waa any other way in which abe could be thrown into coma. She
anawered, that if the thumbs of the operator were presaed upon the palma of her
handt, the eft'ect would be immediately produced; and also that if the operator
-preMed hie hands upen her shoulders four su~cesaive times, she would be restored
to her natural state. Experiments were accordingly afterwards tried, and always
IUCCeeded.
In her waking or natural state, this patient ill totally unconscious of every
Uling which oocura in her sleep-waking or ecstatic states. If, after several
hours of this state of delirium, abe is restored to her natural state and inter·
rogated as to the time she came into the room, abe is only conscious of having
lately entered it.; and she ia. utterly ~orant of the persons with whom she
had been but recen&ly in·conversation. Her sense ofhearing, in the delirious state,
is unimpaired 10 far as regards the loudness of sound, but she loses all judgment
aa to ita direction: thus, for instance, if Dr. Elliotaon or Mr. Wood-with whom
abe is very familiar, and to each of whom she ia affectionately attached-speak,
abe will .hear ana recognise them ; but will be quite unable to discover what
part of the room they are in. . If she ia told that they are in the pocket of a
penon who happena to be opposite to her• ~e believea it, and straightway commeaces a search. On one occasion abe was aasured that Dr. Elliotson, who was
atandiog beside her and ·speakin~ to her, was inclosed in the glaaa of a gentleman's spectacles who sat oppostte to her, and she straight set about, with the
utmost anxietr, to pick the physician out o( the glaaa. She loses, in this state
also, much ot the judgment and eense derived from experience : she will believe, for example, that heF mother is a man, .or any other absurdity of the
kiDd : uevertheleee, at &llY time, she can, by single mauipulation, be restored in
a faw aeconds to the full posae18ioD of her aenle81 and be invested with that
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AmmalMagnetima.
amiable characteraud appearance which we have descn'bed at the commencemeat
of this statement.

It has been supposed by some persons who have devoted attention. to
animal magnetism, that the intention or will of the operator is essential to
the production of the phenomena. With a view to test this, Dr. Elliotson
instituted the following experiment : · A child of seven years of age, who was also an epileptic patient, and who was
known to be entirely ignorant of the process and efFects of magnetism, was placed
before the patient, and instructed to move her hand in the manner which usually
throws the patient into a state of coma. At first no efFect ensued; but, after the
motions had been repeated six or seven time11, the somnambulist became doll and
silent, and her countenance lost all expression. She was thrown into a state of
sleep-waking intermediate between delirium and coma. The motions were continued, but no further effect was produced ; and after they had been repeated
riine or ten times more, the patient recovered herselt; and was restored spontaneously to the state of delirium.
The child was now again desired to moYe her hands as before; but it occurred
to Dr. Elliotson to try whether the contact of his own hand with the person of
the child would have any elFect upon the process. He accordingly placed his •
hand on the shoulders of the child, while the latter made the prescribed motions.
These motions had not been repeated more than half a dozen times, when the
somnambulist fell into a state of perfect coma. This experiment was repeated
~ufficiently often, both with and without the contact of Dr. Elliotson, to establish
clearly the fact, that the coma could not be produced in the child without the
contact of a second person.
· This analogy was pursued farther. Dr. Elliotson desired another gentleman to
place his hand on the other shoulder of the infant operator, 110 that two bodies
should be in contact with her. Under these circumstances, three motions of the
hand produced perfect coma in the patient. Pursuing further the same analogy,
five persons next laid their hands on the person or the little operator; and a
single motion of the hand, under these circumstances, suddenly produced a state
of perfect coma in the patient.
It appears, therefore, evident, that several persons being in contact with the
operator, the efficiency of the operation is in proportion to the total mass of
animated matter thus in contact. Analogy suggested a corresponding inquiry as to
~he _ patients, viz. whether two or more patients being in contact possess a common
susceptibility ; and, if so, whether the operation produced upon one will be trans..miued to the other undiminished, or shared among them so as to diminish its
intensity upon each.
With this view, three patients (each of whom was capable of being thrown
into coma by presenting the points of the fingers at the head for a few seconds)
were placed in contact with each other ; the hand of the operator was presented
to one of them, and it was found that coma was produced, but not until after the
lapse of a much longer time than would have been sufficient to produce it in the
same patient had she not been in contact with the others. It was also observed
that in one or two seconds after the first patient fell into a state of coma, the
second fell into the same state ; and, after a like interval, the third. This expe
riment was all!o repeated sufficiently often to connect the efFect with the cause
clearly and satisfactorily. The patients were separately thrown into coma, out of
contact with each otl1er, after a very short interval; while, when in contact, the
effect was produced, as stated, only after the lapse of a considerable time,- but
then it was produced on all of them.
The patients being in a state of coma, processes were known by which any of
them could be awakened. One of these processes was, drawing the fingers over
the eyebrows, commencing from the nose outwards. This method, repeated two
or three times, was always sufficient to awaken any of the patients from the state
of coma; but, when all . the three were in that state, holding each other's hands,
it was then always found to require a very long continuance of the motion upon
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the eyebrowa to awakea uy one of them; but the moment IDY one awakened, aU
the three awakened.

· Thus it appears that the magnetic influence is trausmitted by contact
from the body of one patient to the body of another, and the whole efFect
produced by the operator, acting upon one of them, is distributed equally
among all who are in contact.
It occurred to .Mr. Ward to investigate experimentally the mechanical force
which would be capable of resisting the attraction by which the limbs of the
patient were drawn by ·the operation of the magnetiser; and, with this view,
weights were attached to the band of the patient, which she must lit\, in order
that her hand should follow that of the operator ; in this way various heavy
weights were. raised by her with facility, which she could not have lifted in her
natural and waking state. Mr. Wood asked her, when in the sleeJ?·Waking state,
what quantity of weight might be attached to her arm. when subm1tted to the attraction of the magnetiser, and she replied that an hundred weight might be raia«l,
but that her arm fDOf.dd probably be hurt by it, 80 that she 1/wuld not recover tlze injury for le'Oe1'tll day8. She was then asked what was the greatest amount of
weight which might be attached to her arm without injuring her, and she replied
eighty pound8.

The following experiment was in consequence made on one occasion in the theatre of the University Hospital, in the presence of an assembly of several hundred
persons. A surgical bandage was attached to the arm, to prevent the strings by
which the weight was suspended injuring the flesh. The patient being in the
delirious state, and the arm hanging downwards beside fhe body, the strin~
of the bandage were passed through the rings of two weights, one of fifty-s1x
pounds, and the other of twenty-eight pounds, amounting to eighty-four pounds,
and were so connected with the bandage that the arm could not be moved upwards without raising the weight. The amount of weight being rather more than
that which the patient had named as the greatest amount which could be safely suspended, Mr. Wood addressed to her the inquiry, whether the weight then suspaDded from her arm, which was eighty-four pounds, could be lifted by her with•
out injury; she replied that it uxu more than ihe had told him, and she did 1101
lille it.
. It was then thought advisable to detach the twenty-eight pounds ;,eight, and to
replace it by one of fourteen pounds, as no division of weights happened to be
accesaible which exactly amounted to eiifhty pounds. Seventy pounds were therefore now attached to the arm of the patient, and Mr. Wood proceeded to preseat
his fingers towards her hand, and to move them repeatedly upwards. The patient
being seated on a chair, her arm at first indicated strong efforts to follow the hand
of the operator upwards, and a slight motion was imparted to the weights, without,
however, raising them. At\er the operation was continued for rather more than
a minute, the patient rose from the chair, drawing her hand up, and extending it
at the same t1me slightly outwards towards the operator, and lit\ing the weights
with considerable effort: immediately, however, on attaining the erect posture
the mechanical effect of the weights taking the centre of gravity from over
her feet, drew her whole body downwards, and she fell in the direction of the
weights and towards the operator; not, however, until the weights were raised
five or six inches from the ground.
·
It is needless to state that this girl would, in her waking or natural state, have
been totally unable to raise any weight even approaching in amount to seventy
pounds. She was subsequently thrown into a state of delirium, and then restored
to her natural state, and was desired to raise in each state the fifty-six pounds
weight, which she tried in vain to do.
The fact, that in the sleep-waking state the patient imitates the motions and
gestures of a person placed near her, suggested the inquiry,- whether a like effect
would ensue if combined positions were taken by two or more operators. With
tl1is view, the patient being in a state of sleep-waking, two operators placed them•
selves Dear her, each laying his hand on the person of the other. After the lapse
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ot' dro or: t1ll'ee abllltet, the huda ~ th6 pa&iat gtad\Milf IIMWtd atiil &hey ti)Ok
the same attitude as the hands of the two operators. The patiem then appreached

them, md .lowly advanced her hands until abe placetl one of them on the hand of
,ach ope...Wr; ai\u .,bia::b, io a few aecondl, abe dropped into a state o£ coma.
In this e~perjment, .if the lJands of the operators be crosled, tbe patient will
also cross her hands; and, in a word, will imitate the positi_oll of the operatora aa
nearly as circumstances will permit.
.
Although it appeared sufficiently evident that, in this experiment, the patient
waa not guided by alght ; yet, to teat that; the l)atient being placed in the sleepwaking state, Dr. Elliotllon and Dr. Lardner plt.ced themselves behind her, and
t~~~ited their handt ill a croued posi&ion, each holding the wriatl of the other with
the alternate lwlds. Aft.er the lapse of some mmutea; during which the patient
ppreaaed in her features m11cb. auiety aad. vexation, and eYea abed taana, abe
raiae4 her han<U graduall7. to the horizontal position, and croued them at the
wrists ; she th•n turned slowl7 round, and advanced towarda the operators, until
her wrists were immediately over theirs, at a distance of about eighteen inchea
from them ; then stooping and preserving her arm in the same position, abe gra·
dually lowered herself until her hands were placed upon the wriata of either operator : immediately when the contact was established, the fell off in a -.tate of
coma.
In all these experiments the eyes of the .patient were closed as in aleep.
The manifeat oonneotion of the phenomena of animal magaetilm with the nerv. oua system naturally suggeated the inquiry,- bow far the operation of elecuicity
upon that system would be modified by it. _
With this view, galvanic .and electrical apparatus were prepared by Professor
Wheatstone, and administered to the two patients, Elizabeth and J.ane O'Key, by
Professor Wheatstone and Dr. Lardner, in the preaellCe of Dr. Elliotson, Dr. Roget,
and a great number of medical and scientific meu. The shock of the galvanic ap·
paratus was taken by aome gentlemen present, among others by Sir William
Molesworth, and in eacb cue produced a very severe effect ; when administered,
however, to the two patients, no visible effect whatever was produced: they held
the ends of the wire steadily, and apparently without any seaaation or conaci.ousnesa of any pvticular effect. It waa observed, howe-..r, that a contraction of the
JD~scles of the hande waa apparent, and the pati.enia were not able to. diaengage
their hands from the extremities of the wire. Leyden phials were subsequently
charged by an electric machine, and the shock taken by each of the patients without any effect, except an expression of surpriae, and a bunt of laughter on seeing
the spark pa~~a between the jar and their hands. These experiments wer~ performed on the patienta in the state of delirium.

The opposition of the general body of the medical profe•iOD to the pro.
eecution of this inquiry, and the ridicule which they endeavour to cast upon
all who even evince a willingness to witness the reputed effects, must, no
do11bt, obstruct the investiga.&ion; and, what is still worse, by bringing it
into discredit with the public, throw into the hands of ignorant and uneducated charlatans an agency the power and importance of which are still
unascertained. Yet, if we recur to the history of medicine, we shall find
abundant evidence how little value ought to be placed upon the adverse
opinion of the medical profession, ru a body, upon any new discovery in
physics, but especially in therapelltic science. In the whole recorda of the
progress of the medical art, it is. a remarkable and imtl'uctive fact, that not
one great discovery can be found which was not, when first promulged,
eneountered with hostility, opposition, -and ridicule, by that profession.
Yet each of these discoveries has forced its way through professional darkness by the light of its own truth. The immortal Harvey was covered with
ridicule for his doctrine of the circulation of the blood; and the public
.deeming him an unsafe adviser, he lost an extensive practice. When the
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virttlel ·of entiJPOily wwe _made kno\Vh, :in -the llliddle :of thd aeventeendJ.
Clelltury, tbe1neorpomted medical profession of Franct denounced it aa a
G&ngeroua and ignorant innovation, and prohibited its uae. Soon after..
·wards the ·ame body iiiBued its anathema againat the 111e of a then newly
-diseovered remedy called Peruvian Bark. So recently aa the middle of
the laat century the medical profession was thrown almost into a state
-of phrenzy at some rash enthusiast who actually propoaed to infect children
purpoeely with the smallpox, pretending thereby to anticipate the voll.lntary
·approach of that de5troyer of human life, and thereby _to disarD;l .hilt}.
of hi& wrors. A proposition so D~Dnstrous waa declared. to l>~ " m~
cenary cruelty aud direct murder.'' Dr. W aga~e, phyaician to Bar..
tholomew'a Hospital, the most eminent and learneci physician Gf tbal day,
declared it to be "eontradictory to reason,"· denied its influence in resisting future infection, and condemned it as keeping up a perpetual
source of pernicious contagion. As 'in all ca!Jes of incipient knowledge, ita
advocates fell into contradictions JUtd inconsistencies, owing to the limitec;l
number of instances on which they .were compelled to found their generalisations. Dr. Wagstaffe, taking advantage of this, declared that such
inconsistencies proved the doctrines they advocated to be altogether. unworthy of confidence.• Finally, the pulpit lent its aid; and the oracles of the
chureh declanod. that inoculation proceeded " from the hands of Satan, and.
that the whole art was of infernal invention." Tlie Royal Academy of
Medicine of France seconded the exertions of the medical faculty of Britain,
and proscribed the process, as "murderous, criminal, and magical.t Whatever, therefore, may be the result of the inquiry respecting the alleged factjl
of animal magnetism, we presume the opposition of the medical profession.,
here or elaewhere, will .n.Ot weigh much in the estimation of well-informe<l

pei'BODI.

;

The aubject : baa recently been forced upon the attention of scientifie
men by the ltartling natu~ -of the effects exhibited, not by ·unkaown pntenders, but by qualified members of our CollE>ge of Physicians, graduates
of ciur old established universities, and professors of established character in
our medicalachools. Among 'these. Dr. Elliotson holds the foremost and
most honoirrable place. With a moral eourage which does him honour.
and with a philosophical spirit worthy of a Laplacli! or a Cuvier, he has
prosecuced these inquiries, diBCarding all theories and hypotheses, and
confining himself in the first instance to the collection and classification of
phenomena. · He baa also' aft'orded &rery pouible opportunity, not only to
the medical · profeeaion, but to eeiencifio men generally. to witness the
extraordinary phenomena whitb have been de'feloped, and to propose ancb
tests of their reality, and to adopt such means for removing delusion and
collusion, as they might .think tit. In these.proceedings be has encountered
every species of petty anno}.'ance and ?hstructio~ ; and w~ gr~eve to be
eomPeJ.led to say that the liberal counc1l -of the hberal Umvers1ty College
have lea:at themaelva w these most discreditable proceedings. On one occaeioo, being deai.roua to aubmit the pheo.omena to the observation of anum~
ber of eoienti6c men, and. , thinking the theatre of the hospital too amall for
the due development of the effects, be !Ought and was refused the use of one
of the larger-and more commodioos theatres -of the College. And ·recently
we learn that' he has been compelled to discontinue these demonstration•
altogether. His medical colleagues, with the exception af the enlightened
!;

• A reapeetable weeki,- jOIIllllll -(the Athtn•um) adopta preoilel7 the eamesrouucl of
against thote who adYOCate the
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and philosophiea.l Drs. Grant and Lindley, and Pro~r Graham, have
studiously absented themselves on these occasions, although we have seen
frequently present the leading medical professors of that branch of the
metropolitan university which, with less clamour about the principles of
liberalism and toleration, seems better to understand their practice. The
effect produced on the minds of several physicians who have attended these
demonstrations has led to the formation of a committee of Fellows of the
Royal Society-including, it is said, Dr. Roget, Mr. Mayo, Professors Faraday, Wheatstone, and others-to investigate the phenomena. It is gratifYing
to know that this step has at length been taken, were it only to rescue, as
we are sure it will ultimately do, the names of Dr. Elliotson and other ardent and sincere inquirers from the vituperation of certain joumll.ls, whose
respectable conductors have been induced to lend themselves to the oppo·
sition to this inquiry.•
The reported facts of animal magnetism are either real or they are not. If
real, they are subjects of vast importance, whether regarded as appertaining
to general physics or to the special science of medicine. The question there-fore is, has not a sufficiently strong case been made out to render the subject deserving of any serious attention from scientific men?
So long as these phenomena were only pretended to be produced by
persons admitted to no station in the community of science, vain and shallow
enthusiasts, or by persons stigmatised with the reputation of quacks and
charlatans, they might have justly been deemed unworthy of serious investigation ; · but this has long ceased to be the c&ie; and if it shall appear
that men holding the highest intellectual position in human society have
recorded their assent to any of the alleged phenomena, can it be doubted
that they are fit and proper subjects of inquiry for all who take an interest
in the advancement of physical science, and that to investigate their
reality, their laws, and therapeutic influence, is eminently the duty of that
profession to whose skill and care the health and physical well-being of
the community are confided ?
It cannot be supposed, by any individuals of that profession, that, in a
country like ours, blessed with a fl'ee and intelligent press, they will be
allowed to stifle an inquiry thus circumstanced, and to shrink from the
investigation of a question, the importance of which is attested by the suf..
frages of some of the most eminent philosophers who have enlightened the
world in the last half century.
· Among the authorities which have assented to the reality of a specific
agent producing the effects ascribed to animal magnetism, are the names of
such men as Laplace and Cuvier. Laplace, in his ThBorie .A.nalytique du Calcul
da Probahilitis, says "Of all the instruments by which the imperceptible agents of nature can be
discovered, the most sensitive are the nerves, especially when their susceptibility
is exalted by particular causes ; it is by their means that the slight electricity developed by the contact of different metals is discovered. The singular phenomena
which result from the extreme sensibility of the nerves in particular indiVIduals, have
given rise to various opinions relative to the existence of a new agent denominated
• Tsa T01u newtpaper stigmatises thole who endeavour to :invetltigate these ~ft'ects as ~:
and the Atheneum warns the committee off, roundly declaring that " every scientific man who regard& his own character should keep aloof of them, and refrain from sanctioning, by direct participa'tion in their proceedings, a tran!l&ction so likely to lead to miacbieYous consequence&." We suspect
~such men u Faraday, Roget, Mayo, and Wheatstone will hold this aapcious advice very
lightly, especially aa the writer. deYelops bis views more fully by declaring tbat " mankind is more
benefited by doubt, 1Dhether reaacmable or Mt retUOflllbk, than most persons imagine." They will hardly
confer upon mankind the great benefit of -MIIOIICIWc doubt.
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.A.nimalJiagteeiUJn 1 t& the actien of common magnetimt; to abe intluenee of the san
andmooa in some oervoua ai'ectiooa; and lastly, to the impression• which may be experienced from the proximity of the metal., or of rwuaing waw. It is. natural to
.suppose that the action of these causes is very feeble, and easily disturbed by acciqental circumstances ; but, because in some cases it has not been manifested at all,
we are not to conclude it has no existence. We are so far from being acquainted
with all the agents of nature, and their difFerent modes of action, that it would be
quite unphilosophical to deny the existence of the phenomena, because they are
inexplicable in the present state of our knowledge."
"We must confess," aays Cuvier, in his Comparative Anatomy," that it is very
diiticult, in the experimeats which have for their object the action which the nerv.
ou.s ayatems of two individuals exerO&e upon one another, to distinguish the effects
of the imagination of the individual upon wbom the experiment is tried from.the
physical result produced by the person who acts upon him. The efFects, however,
on persons ignorant of the agency, and upon individuals whom the operation itself
has deprived of consciousness, and those efFects which the lower animals present,
leave no douht tlwt the prorimity of two animated bodies in certain poaiti0n1, comhiw
tDitk certain 11UJtJements, have a real tiffect, independent of imagination. It also clearly
appears that these efFects arise from some nervous communication established between the individuals."
In the discussion to which these phenomena have given rise, it is often
asked how these effects can be accounted for? and this is asked in a manner
which implies that the inability to account for them is sufficient tc:r set aside
the reality of the facts themselves. Nothing can be more unsound in philosophy, or untenable in logic, than such an inference. We know that the
gravitation of the sun is transmitted through space to distances of hundreds
and thousands of millions of miles ; that at this distance it produces enormous
mechanical effects ; yet, if we are asked to account for these wondrous
effects -can we do so? Newton investigated their laws, and placed us in
a condition to predict with certainty their suecesaion for countless ages to
come; but he utterly failed in accounting for them, and in showing by
what particular agent it was that they are conveyed through the universe with
a speed so inconceivable, and to distances so immense.
'i'he progress of all knowledge requires that the individual facts should
be first we11 ascertained; that as their number is multiplied, and their
relation developed, they shall be clurified ; that then the general laws
which g(}vem them shall be rendered manifest; ·and the last result at which
the human mind arrives is the theory by which these facts are accounted
for. How absurd, then, and how unphilosophical must be the notions of
those who now, in the very dawn of the science of animal magnetism, (if so
it can be called,) when we are in po8Se8Sion only of a few scattered and
isolated facts, and even these few matter of dispute as to their reality and
as to their concomitant circumstances, expect that a satisfactory and sufficient
theory shall be furnished to account for them !
In 'conclusion, -without affecting indifference to the threats of those
journalists who offer us the pleasant alternative of being posted as quacks or
dupes,- our reverence for truth overbalancing our fear of their ridicult>,
we are compelled to admit that many of the facts of animal magnetism
have been established by evidence, to our minds, as conclusive as any of the
proofs on which other physical facts repose ; that the facts thus established
require the admission either of an agency in nature hitherto unnoticed,
or, what is tantamoWlt, the admission that new functions shaH be ascribed
to some known agent; that this agency is material, is propagated through '
space in straight lines; that various corporeal substances are pervious by it
with different degrees of facility, and according to laws which still remain
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inTeStigated; that it is reflected &om the aurfaeet of bodiea, aecording
to definite laWB, probably identieal with or analogous to thoee which govern
the reflection of other physical principles, such as light and heat ; that it
has a specific action on the nervous systems of animated beings, so as to
produce in them perception and sensation, and to .excite various mental
emotions. Of these several propositions we cannot discove+ any grounds
of doubt which would not shake all the foundations ef physical science.
The phenomena recorded and observed also suggest some probable con•
jectures, which may be .confirmed, modified, or overturned by more extended and varied experiments. It appear• pro}?able that, wbate'ier may
be the medium by whioh this action is propaga:Ud through space, its J>roximate
exciting cause is animated matter ; that the energy of the action has a
necessary relation to the quantity of animated matter in the agent; that
this energy is weakened according to some definite relation to the distance
through which it is propagated; that, without any visible external movemen(on the part of the agent, a mere mental operation or emotion, by affecting his nel'Vous system, may cause the latter to excite the requisite action
in the propagating medium, which being conveyed to a distance, may
affect the nervous system of another animated being, and thereby produce
in it corresponding mental perct>ptions and emotions. · If the power of the
mind of the agent to produce mechanical motion in hie nervous eyatem be
admitted; - and this cannot be denit>d, - there is nothing in the last conjecture which· is not in perfect accordanee with all that we know of the
organs of sense, and the way in which they are affected..
· We may be wrong in these guesses at what we think the observed facts
have already shadowed out; but even though wrong, we shall atill be more
content with the course we have taken than if ·we followed the safe counael
of a contemporuy writer, and expreseed doubts, whetlur rt~ or tmreaIOn/Jhle. We may be ridiculed, thould the event not confirm our antici·
pations; but we ahall be ridiculed in good company, and shall receive
countenance of our fellow..aufferen, the shades of Cuvier and Laplace.
to be

Since the preceding article was put in type, aeveral new facta developed
in the practice of Dr. Elliot:s&n have come to our knowledge, which corroborate strongly the inferences to which we have arrived. We regret that
the limits and objects of this journal will not allow us to lay the statement
of them before our readers.
·
We are authorised to say; that Dr. Elliotaon is willing and anxious to
submit them to the observation of any medical or scientific men who are
desirous of prosecuting the inquiry, and to institute any tests on their reality
which may be suggested to him, provided the council of University Col·
lege can be induced to withdraw their opposition to the investigation.
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